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IMES
A community newspaper covering the islands ofCasco Bay

AUGUST20 09

INSIDE

City staff and councilors visit Peaks Island

In the News

Local summit meeting on Peaks Island leads to quick action
BY KEVIN ATTRA

New Invasive
Beetle Found

As yet there is no remedy
agaimt the Asia,, longhorned
beetle that has devestated
woodlands in three states,
now recently discovered in
Massachusetts.
Page3

Pearls on Cliff
Island

Johanna a,,d Steve Corman
hit their stride one year after
taking a leap offaith.
Page13

WhatColoris Your
Parachute-part3

ThefiMI chapterofJo lsradson's
three-part story onfinding ajob in
ajoblm 11111Tktt.
Page18

Letter from Iran

An American caught in the
nralating cot,Jlirt over the
rontested]rania11 presidential
eltction describes a liftofronstant
threatatulsuroeillatut.
Jn OpiN./111,gtll

lntheArts
Art Roamings
Wi<h )>ml were here. Art Editor
Jamie Hogan trau1 art history on
Peaks [$/and.
Pagt16

One of the first thing,; newlyappointed Police Chief James
Craig did after meeting with
Peaks Island residents at the
MacVane Center Saturday,
July 11, was to inscruc1 officers
assigned to the island to stand
outside 1heir vehicles and
mingle with the crowd when the
ferry arrives a1 Forest City.
He was one of five city
leaders, includi ng Fire Chief
Fred LaMontagne, City
Manager Joe Cray and assistant
Pat Finnigan, Public Services
Director Michael Bobinsky and
island liaison Mike Murray, as
well as Mayor Jill Duson and six
members of the City Council
who attended the monthly
public dialogue with the Peaks
Island Council.
The one hour meeting gave
island residents a chance to meet
city personnel in an informal
setting and voice their opinions
about issues on the island.
Afterwards, the assembly took
advantage of the unu sually
sunny day to tour the island, and
for those who could s111y, dine al
fresco at the F ifth Maine on a
light lunch provided by the City
of Portland.
During the pubHc d ialogue
resident Frank Pereni opened
a floodgate when he said, "l
don't like the new configuration
down front. I think police and
the cab should be down at the
ramp." Similar complaints
poured in q_uickly after that.
One resident prefaced his
remarks by thanking councilors
and staff for giving up what was

Biologists John DeP ue and
Scon Lindsay from the Maine
Debut novdist ]amt1 Hayman Deparrment of lo land Fishenes
and Wildlife were featured
discusses hit first book, ·The speakers
at t he Peaks Island
Cutting: andthe artofwriting.
Land Pr~erve's an nU2I mectmg
Page17
on Tuesday, July 14, ar rhe flifth
1----- - -- - - ---l Maine, whe,e they d iscussed
"general beaver biology thmgs,"
as DcPuc put it.
In the .JS minute presentation,
rhc behavior, Iifescyle and habitat
rcquucmentsofNorthAmcrica"s
Letters
largest rodent were described,
7 as well as a surprising set of
YOGA
state and fetleral regulations
rhat control the "'""Y beavers are
Love of Peaks
treated, i nclud ing sa feguards
9 against the destrucuon of their
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p.10 dams and protection for the
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Star Gazing
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Financial Tides
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specializes m small mammals
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a beautiful Saturday in order to
attend 1he meeting and wanted
to assure them 1hat he wasn't
complaining when he said, "If
[the police) arc in their car, what
good are they?"
Relocating the/olice to the
turnaround ha also been
objected to by at least one
officer on the Peaks Patrol who

sa id in a previous interview,
"If you think I'm goi ng to stop
any of the little old fadies from
parking their golf carts in the
circle, you've got another think
.
coming.
As it t u med out, no one
seemed to care where the police
earked their car. As Chief
Craig said after the meeting,
"[Residents] want t hem out

.

of the vehicle engaging the
community." He met wit h
o ne of the officers on duty
and had that change of policy
implemented immediately.
Enough testimony was also
!liven against parking the taxi
10 the turnaround tliat it was
decided to relocate it near Covey
Johnson's lobster shack. The
measure was initially going to be
deferred for further a iscussion
until Island Councilor Tom
Bohan said that he saw no

reason to wait.
The informal, get-it-done
spirit of the isla nd council
seemed to a rise from a sense
of com radery with the top city
leaders a nd staff, which was
i n sharp contrast to the icy

fo rmality of the previous joint
council meeting held in the
officiously ceremonial State of
Maine room at City Hall last
January. Island Councilor Rob
'ri ffa ny added th at the city
leaders got to see "mort than
just t he community center and
the school. T hey played islander
fora day."
City Councilor Kevin
Donoghue agreed, glad the
~roup got to move around.
Unstructured time makes for
happy politicians," he said.
Councilor Dory Waxman,
who said her family ties to
other islands made her familiar
with the struggles of island
life, described the meeting
as a chance to build new
relationships.
Mayor Duson also thought
th at tensions between the
councils had eased and her
biggest concern seemed to be
having enough time before the
boat came to get ice cream down
front. She said she usually comes
out to the island two or three
times a year, for her one of the
highlights ofliving in Portland.
"'I'm also taking credit for the

weather," she said.
In its r!ular session
Wednesday, uly 22 the PIC
recognized
via Rosol and
Nancy Hall as Island Heroes
for their eight years of service
running tfic volunteer taxi.

Suzie Kane, who nomi nated
them on the PJC's website, read
the dedication. Na ncy Hall
accepted the framed certificate

pleaAeAee PIC, paqe5

Maine wildlife experts say leave it to the beavers
BY 1<£VIN ATTRA

An Interviewwith

Portland City Mayor Jill Duson (left) on the back deck at the Fifth
Main• with P IC Chair Mike Richards.

FREE

imporrant werland habitats."
which in turn i ncrease the
diversity of plants and animals
in an :uea, and therefore beavers
are considered cnvi.ronmencal
assets. Regional wildlife biologist
Scott Lindsay also said, "I think
in mos, situations they create a
very positive conuibution to our
wildlife."

when they probably need to be
dth<r moved through relocation
o r kthal removal, or a sire can be
modified by other means."
Th:P ue said that beavers tend
to remain m a given area from
two 10 four years, eventually
eating themselves out of house
and home. "A hund r ed years
later, another beaver comes i n,

"Beaversfrequently can create a
significant
. ,, amount ofvalue to the wetland
habitat.
- Regional wildlife biologist Scott Lindsay
\1{)erlands are rated by plugs up the hole and the process
th e Maine Department of stans all over agam."
Beavers are a big problem i n
F.n,~iron m cn tal Protection
based on the diversity of plant logging areas m northern Maine
and animal life they contain as forests, but rhe bmlogists s.1id th is
well as rhcu capacity to store is the fir<t island chcy'd seen with
a n d purify water a n d o cher a sustained beaver popu lation
atrributes. Highly rated wetlands (Long Island allegedly had
are protected under the Natural a beaver colony that was not
sustainable).
Resource Protection Act.
He said rhat recent research
'"There arc certainly some vety
posmvc attributes for (beavers)," suggests that t he sou nd of
said Lindsay. "bu1 th ere arc times runn ing waccr makes them wam

to bwld dams in order to plug up
whac they perceive 10 be leaks in
their immediate environment.
They need to tnaimam a cenain
amount of water to survive, he
explained, and tn Maine it must
be at least three feet deep so it
docsn,t free-te solid in wmter.
ln fact, DePue said the suppl)'
of fresh water may be the limiting
factor in their length of stay here.
Hav ing seen "only so many
places with }'ear round water"
during his tour of the island
earlier t hat day, he expected
that some areas would be high
and dry come September and
October, bur added, "lo some
of tl1e good spotS. as long there's
food the beavers are going to be
here awhile."
Beavers live from eight to 10
)•ears in the wild, he said, and
can be extremely dense, with
as many as six beavers per acre
in what he called great habirats,
those having an abuodanc supply
of food and water. They will
eat rnost uce species, he said -

ple<UeueB£AV£RS,pa9e3
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piqued by a fiasco that occurred last fall
when a fireboat built in Califorma for
the city of Halifax rolled o,er and sank
while m.1king a rurn on us clurd da)' of sea

On the cover:

City ofPortland IV

tnals. No one was reportedly mjured in
the accident, bur the public was outraged,
claiming chat ,he cit)' council had used
unfair pracnccs 10 sdcctao unstable design
by an inexperienced forcgn manufacnirer
over a number of qualified Canadian
firms.
When a story about the City ofPortkmdi
launch ran 10 the onlint llalifax
newspaper, ChronicleI!crald.ca, it elicited

a number of barbed commems: "This is

ABOVE: T he Ciry of Portland poised to be launched at the shipyard of A.F. Theriault Ill Son, Ltd. ofMeceghan River, Nova
Scotia where she was built.
making, is also equipped with a full

BY K EVIN ATTRA

medical bay which means she can stand-

Engineer Kevin Henry of Portland Fire
Depanmem's Engine Company 7 leaned
on one of four water cannons -

propcrlr

termed ..monitors" - on rhe aft deck of
the SO-year-old MV Cil.J of Portland Ill
fire boat, chatting amicably with vJSitmg
civilians and fircfiglucrs ahkc who came
10 e;<plorc the 65-fooc steel vessel duri'!I;;
the PcaksFcsr celebration 10 June,
It would be <he last chance anyone could

see her before bemg decommissioned an

July and replaced with ,he new alwrunum
MVCilJ•ofP()ri/a11d IT~ simJlarm stzc but
lower, !decker and nearly cwtcc as fast.
T he latest version? 20 years m the

m for the Cwa/1,ro. She was designed by
Robert Allen of Bmish Columbia and
built at <he A.P. T heriault and Son, Ltd.
shipyard in Mcteghan Rh-.r, Nova Scotia,
Canada, for approximately $3.2 million.
Her predecessor, launched in April 1959,
cost less than $250,000.
This rear's version was launched on
T hursday, July 2 at the shipyard and
Jt went off fine, according ro Captain
Da,·id Pendleton of t he Portland Fire
Department who rrave.led to 'fova Scotia
with a delegation of ciry personnel to
accept the boat as irs new skipper. "Jllost
o f my New Bo:n <:onunnrec members
were there along with the ch ief [ Fred
La.Montagne], Nick Mavadones,Joe Gray,
Marc Fit>gerakl and my daughter."
His daughter, Valerie, 13, (left) gm to
smash the bottle of champagne on chc
hull, which started the ship sliding off her
cradle into St. Mary's llay fo r her first taste
ofthcGulfofM,une.
According to Capt. Pendleton, Portland
received three bids for the boat, but <he
T heriault yard, which builds a variety of
vessels 1nclud1ng yachts, had the necessary
cornbinanon of price and expertise.

lbe bunch apparent!)' drew• lot oflocal
attention because of the internarionaI
nature of the event, with local reponers
even plugging the new Siarlink air service
between Portland and Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia as 0 a plos during conscniction".
Canadian interest may also have been

so cool I love it. It floats," wrote one user.
"Hum.mm a fire boat that doesn't sink
bwlt in Nova Scotia," wrote anot her.
Por tland's Engine Company 7, wh ich
operates the fire boat, was organized
in the winter of 1894. The ci1y leased
fire boats until then, when it bough, che
3-rear-old wooden steamer Chebeag11,
from the Harpswell Steamboat Companr
for $5,000. Skippered by Capt. Charles
Howe, she remained in operation unfit
1931 when the second City "/ Portla11d
arrived at a cost of$125,000, a rriplc-screw,
stecl-hulled vessel built by Rice llmrhers of
East Root hbay.
T he new fire boat carries 1,900 feet
of hose in various si,es, gallons of high
ci<pans,on foam, 34 feet of ladders and
has both manual and remote-controlled
monitors each capable of fi ring 3,000
gallons of water per minute. Um she has
access to all the water on Earch: two 18inch sea c.hes1s" collecc water fro m the
ocean beneath her hull.
A crew of three is standard, and hosting
the PeaksFest open house m June were
l.ieurenam Collingham, Pilot Charles
0

plea;,e;,ee FIRE:BOAT, pa9e 8

DIVER
DOWN
UNDERWATER
SERVICES•
399 Presumpscot Street, Portland, ME 04 103
ph (207) 828-0444 • fax (207) 828- 1255
En1ail: info@diverdown.info

ISLAND TRANSPORl'ER,
M

AH.1'.'\:I

'fl~,\NSPON.IAI I ON <>I

E<)l IIP\lt•N I

AND

LLC
i\1AJ

l JUAL

M/V Kdiauce_1\ag PlonNr, MN (slandTrans·
porter *ilh ,trvioe co ~co Bay, PenOb$tOt
Bay and the m.tirc M.ainc coast. our 3 units can
hl>po!.tooned u,hamHee1.~n thrlarge:stjob.

• BuU<lin~S<.ipplies

• Asphah/conCl'tte cruds
• Ut1U11e,c;/\,-ell drilling
• Grtt\°ft,r.tone

ABOVE: At rhe christening (from left) Portland Fire Chief Fred LaMonragne,
City Manager J oe Gray, Portland Firefighter T homas Kane (ret), Cap tain David
Pendleton witli his daughter Valerie, Portland Firefighters Benjamin Wallau, Louis
OeRice, Richard Wurfel and David Crowl~, Matthew Fito:gerald of<he City Finance
office, City Councilor Nick Mavodones, Jr. and Michael Mason, proj ect man ager
wirh the shipyard.

HOME • M/ V JSLA(jD TRANS.!'QRIT!! • M/V REUANCE • M/V PIONEER

1$1.)nd Transporter, LLC • 79 Mecnanic Street • Rock.land, Maine 04841
Central Off~ 207.594.7860 • Ctll 207. 266.3547
Portland CeM207.838 .4357 • 1l}fo@lslandtransJ>Ort•r.co111
Copyright I!:> 2004, All Rlghts Reserved
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BeA.VE:R S.from pa9e1
"b,rch and poplar arc like cand)• to them''
- but they w ill cat softwoods as well,
consuming up ro four pounds of wet tree
bark pcr dar.
'l 11i~( a U.S. Fomt Sm:m fan,11,/0 far
ralmlt1h11J, trte maSJ (w,v,v.treesearch.

fs.fed.us/pubs/ 14491) ,,, uti,nat,d th.it o
family o/_p)llr {01(/d rbm "P th< edrbl, pt,rti,;n ofa
/6 -111,h dia11J{l<1' Im i11 abonljmrmonthJ.J
They do not car the trunks of trcc.-,, but
gnaw them down 10 order to get to the
)'Oung l.unbs at the top which have the
highest nutritional content. Beavers dine
on the outcr laym; of cambium and bark.
Gc111ng rid of bea,•ers when 1hey
become a pc,t is not so easy. For one thing,
they m•ke uemendous contribu1ion< 10
the ecosystem. B) 1he 1ime people decide a
beaver population lllls become a nuisance,
the wetland u created rna) be <o rich I hat it
is protected unde, 1he Kawral Resource<
Pro1ec1ion \ct.
I 11 addition, uaJ>ping bea,ers require,
a recreat ional r,ermi, and can onh be
conducred in season (curremlr Oec. l
unnl '\tar. :\1). In mo~• cases licem:cd
animal damage com rol agents mus1 he
calle<l m who w ill lega l!) remo\'e ,he
animals for a fee. E\en p1unk111g ac them
wi1h shngshorn. which I .mdsay said ts very
effecth e, is prohibited b)· cit)· ordinance.
It is also illegal co Jesrroy a bea,e, dam,
as son1e commuonies ha,~e learned the
hard wa)'. According to ( .indsay, usmg a
backhoe and 01her heavy equipment one
communi1y removed an extensive~ 10 foot
<lam that was causmg ,road damage and
n ooding, only to e nd up hav,ng to rebuild
it and pay heavy fi nes as well.
fleavers cause t he most damage when
they plug up culverts, cng111ecr ed by

Invasive beetle may
be transported in
firewood
BYKEVlNATTRA

I

•

Anoplophora glabr,'p,nnis
Asi.ftn Longhorl.lf'd Oedlt
fJu1 f'~,1<o.t-,C'),0•1td1.- 11M(,Jo, i\ l f ' I ~

lllrc1.-...tMA.

-

,

On Tuesday evening, J uly 14, whi le
tnemb ers and supporters of t he Peaks
I sla n d Land Preserve socialized on
t he deck of th e Fifth .\laine preparing
for the o rgan izat ion's· annual meeting,
Lynne R ichard was gleefully e ngaged in
tattooing people's han ds wirh decals o f a
large black bug. " Look at the amen nae!"
s he exclaimed when sh e p eeled t he
wet paper backing o ff her own ba nd to
reveal rhe image o f an Asian longhorned
beetle. "'T hey came out perfectly/' she
p ronounced.
T he tarroos were pan of a campaign
s he was conducting to make people:
aware of the im-a.sh~c species which has
o nly recently been discovered m this
country, and which attacks and dcstr0ys
m aple, birch, horse chestnut, poplar,
willow, elm a nd ash. It is susp ected of
ha,·ing ridden in oo solid wood packing

people to dra in water away from roadways
and 01her flood sensitive areas, but
apparemly ,· iewed b,· the beaversa.s readyrnac.le darns in need of repair. According
LO t he b iologi'ls, the sound of runnrng
wa1er whfch Lriggers rhem imo accion can
be minimi1,ed b)' u~mg $mooth p ipes and
grad ing around t he opemngs.
llu1 apparently I he best solutton • one
t he biologist< srrongly recommended
anywa,· - 1< to m<rall a speCially designed
fence around I he opening, oruse modified
<lrainage pipe$ called beaYer deceivers.
bot h of which will keep water flowi ng
<lespne every efforc by ,he beaver to scop
ii.
Barner s arc rclauvcly chcap<t and can
easily be made with hardware cloth and
old sign posts or other salvaged material
The basic design was developed by former
regional wildlife b1ologm Jun Dorso in
the Augusta area and works well when
installed properly, they said, but 1s largely
a wasrc of an1c and money if shoncuts arc
taken.
Pl LP Prcsideot Garry Pox s:ud he has
looked at tloodmg near Brackett ;\Yenue
where most of the beaver activtty is
occurnng. and noticed that wat<:-r was ~till
moving through the dammed up c uJ..erts,
though slowly. Ile said that despiie the
heavy rains thl.S season the roads have not
m·crtlowcd, and 1hey don't appear to be
underrnt either, as fu: as he could iell
I le dismantled a dam near Batiery S1eele
when he saw it was causing flooding there.
but s:ud that within -18 bouts 1he beavers
had completely rebuilt it as if he'd never
been there. "I took i1 down pretty far;
I mean, I spent hours," he said. A few
minu1es later, Li ndsay genliy explained
that what he'd don e was acrually illegal.

materials wi1h goods shipped from Asia,
and accordingm info rmation at ,he ~faine
Department of Agriculture's wcbsue.
W1"W. ntaint.gov/ agritullurt/pt/pu11nrv~/
prstinfa/ALD. ht,11. h as infested p a ns of
New York, New Jersey, Illinois and most
recently Massachusetts, where they arc
thought to have been b rought th rough the
transpon aoon o f firewood. As yet, there
arc no reported cases in .Maine.
Currently, the only cffccrivc mea ns of
u catmcnt is to remove mfcsttd trees and
d estroy them by c hipp ing o r burmng.
Trees m the vicinity arc quaranti ned to
p revent people from takmg mfested wood
and branches off site and thus spreading
t he infeStat1on. "Early detection of
infes1ations ond rapid trcatmem response
are cru cial 10 successful erndica1ion of
the beetle," accordin g to a federal pest
akr1 published by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture in March.
The beetle itself is about an inch long
(roughly rhe size of a penon's th umb from
the rip to 1he first join1) with a jei bfack
body and mo11led whi1e spots on 1he bock
(see photo, center). The am enn ae are very
distinc1ive, 1½ to 2'/, times longer t han
1hei.r bodies with black a nd whiie bands
along 1he length.
Some of 1he sign s o f tree infestation are
o val or round gouges in 1he bark, large
round holes bored into t he trunk a nd
branches, oozing sap which flows from
egg n iches (especially in maples), and an

accu mulation of coarse sawdust around
t he base of the tree.
Lynne said t0 preYem the spread of the
beetle ir is very important to pay attcmion
to w hat you transport, a nd specifically
to not im port fucwood from unk nown
sources or from out of state, but to use
onl)' what is found locally. If you find signs
of rh c pest, Lynne said, "Anyone )'OU can
Google that has to do \\1th tret:S, call them
and they'll jump o n it."

Extended
Service
thru

Labor Day!

FREE Delivery
to Casco Bay Lines
7 Days a Week
Customers must complete their
in-store purchases by 12-noon
for the mid-afternoon ferry''
• Your groceries will be carefully packed in banana
boxes and/ or cooler bags for ferry transport, and
labeled with contact information for safe arrival.
• Everything in our store is available for delivery.
• Ask us about our personal s hopping service.
• Please inquire regarding seasonal delivery
service to Cush ing Isla nd and select marinas.

<After delivery to Casco Bay Lines, Whole Foods
Market is not responsible f or your purchase.

1

Questions?
Contact our Provisions Supervisor,
Brad Richma n at 207-774-771 l
E-mail: naptlprovisions@wholefoods.com

Or, stop by our Customer Service Desk
and one of our Team Members will
be happy to assist you.

Just minutes from the ferry!

Open Daily, 8 am-10 pm
2 Somerset Street • Portland, Maine
207-774-771 l
www.wholefoodsmarket.com
Just off 1-295, Exit 7, Franklin Street

WHOLE

FOODS.
MARl([T
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Notes from an
American in Paris

the weather finally srarted to gee nice
again. Ir's a shame we were all stressing
about and stu<lring for exams ac the
rime when It was so beautiful out.
rreoch students take these exams verv
seriously.
·
Our school, which is in the shape
of a square with a courtyard 10 the
middle, pUL all the exams on one side
of the building, and students who were
nor raking the Bae were nor allowed
to walk near the re. Students were
accompanied going to the bathroom,
and all bags were left at the door when
we rook our seats. On Ju ly 7 all the
results were posted in the school, and
c,·eryone saw who was passing and
who was not. Some people would
laugh, some would cry, others would
be in shock. Tt was a pretty stressful

BY EILEEN HANLEY

rune.
Sunday.June 5 was mr jan concert.
The crowd loved us and we ended up
doing three encore numbers. The
show was in a real cave, which held
about 70 people. My group with the
beginners played first and I played
the
piano. Then there was another
Eileen Hanley at the Eiffel Tower.
p1wto by K,my Aug,utfoe more adYanced group in the middle,
and I sang at the very end. It felt so
Dear Islanders.
great, and it let a huge weight off my
Bonjour! I've heard you guys had shQulders. That week had been a hard
been getting a lot of rain lardy. We had one with a couple of my best fricods
a long streak of thunderstorms, but leaving, and I had a lot o f steam to

Linesfrom
Casco Bay Lines
BY C HRIS HOPPIN

This summer's rains h ave affected
all of us in varying degrees. I a lways
compliment visitors for good weather,
saring "thanks for bringing t he
s unshine." When rher question that
comment, I remind them char those
of us who live here year ' round a re
used to whate,er weather Casco Bay
experiences. But, some of us claim that
the visitors bring both the good and
bad weather with them and therefore
should receive the credit or blame for
it!
On a serious note, rhe weather has
also impacted ricker sales and revenues
collected by the Casco Bay Island
Transit District rbat operates Casco Bay
Lines. A lthough tickers for commuters
and rear-round travelers, plus charges
for verucles and freight, make up large
pares of the District's annual revenue,
day-tnppers and murisrs are major
pares of the $5 million needed ro mn
rhe ferry line.

Those frequent rain)' days have
discot,t~agcd tounsts and visitors from
taking trips out on Casco Bar- In facr,
passenger, freight and verucle revenues
for April, May and June of 2009 were
eight percent below chose same three
months in 2008.
Althou$h most transit districts
throughout the county use tax dollars
to supplement revenue from tickers
and freight, the C BITD receives less
than 20 percent of its revenue from
government grants. The Maine Scare
ferries, for example, receive half of
their revenues from tax receipts. That
has always been the practice since
the CBITD was established in the
1980s with the Casco Bay islanders as
owners.
Tt is now obvious that model puts
a d ifficult burden on island residents
and their families. As a rcsu lr, the
elected board members of the CBITD
have been looking for other sources of
re,·enues. These include seeking more
government grams from city, stare
and federal go,ernment transit funds.
The District is also exploring a new
ticketing ~rstem.
Today's roundtrip paper tickets have

b low off, especially because J was
too ridiculously nervous with 10 of
my friends there to watch, and one of
them was video taping. But as soon as I
started singing, all the stress went away
and I fclr very comfortable. My friend
is going ro make me a D\"D copy of
the show, and that'll be a great &ouvenir
(J"rcnch?) ro bring home.
l t is impossible 10 describe my
exp erience in France in one word. I
thoroughly enjoyed the year; I learned
a new language; I met people from all
m•er the world; I learned to ski and sing
scat; I ace incredible food and canoed
in a river with twenty foreigners.
l have done many great things, but
I've had a lot of hardships, 100. I lived
with a family I k new nothing about,
speaking a language I didn't know
going in. T attended a school where I
knew no one and understood nothing
that wa, going on, withom seeing my
real family for eleven months.
I will leave here with uncountable
lessons learned, and I will always
remember the challenges posed co me.
France is a part of me now, and I will
continue ro come back here fot the rest
of ID)' life, to the host family chat has
become Ill)' own, rhc incredible friends
I made, and the country that I love.
Acres bientot,
Eileen Hanley
evolve<l over the years in response co
customer suggestions. For example,
many of us ol<l Li.mets can recall buying
one-way tickets on the mainland and
on one of the six islands. Although
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Corrections

In our story last month about the
Norway Maple (page 17, July 2009) Philip
Munn worked for Pratt & Whitney, not
Sikorsky. Apologies to Mr. Munn and to
Stan Newell, whose names were also both
misspelled. Mr. Munn adds that both he
and the tree live at Winchester cottage on
Snake Alley, "and proud ofit".
We've received several notifications that
last month's puule (page 10) incorrectly
referred to King George II, when it
should 've been King George Ill. Puzzle
creator Anna Tierney responded, "I
deeply regret the error. I was so struck by
the present-day applicability of the quote
from the Declaration of Independence,
a11d the coincidence of the two Georges
who committed the same crime over 200
years apart, that l subconsciously wanted
the coincidence to extend even to their
ordinal numbers as well."
t he current round trip tickers arc
convenient, they also enable users of
prh•ate boats and water taxis ro return
co the mainland on the ferries for free.
p/ea.J,e,1eeLJNE:S, next page

High wire maintenance

Wildnut Farm Market
Saturdays 8:30am - 12:30pm
Downfront for your convenien ce
p resh, local organic produce
presh bread
L ocal free r ange chicken
O rder ahead for~

r cookouts

wildnutfarm~yahoo.com
Buy Fresh - Buy Local - Buv Fresh - Buy local

On Wednesday, July 1 while tbe gangway wu being raised for the 9:45 a.m.
departure, a Maine DOT repair crew watched for £rared cable on top of the lift
at the Forest City landing, and everyone else watcl,ed them. According to Sue
Moreau, Maine DOT representative on the Bay Lines board, crews worked
throughout the month on maintenance and repairs ofthe huge pulley system.
sl#.ffpboto

LINSS,fromprevioUApa9•

How much revenue is missed by
those one-way trips? Estimates vary
considerably, but some islanders claim
cbey could amount to as much as
S75,000 per year.
The major compla int we elected
board members bear is that there is no
difference between what year-round
islanders and day-trippers pay for their
uavels on Casco Bay Lines. That has
led to cheaper cickcrs in the winter and
h igher prices during the peak season.
The Board also encourages rearround travele rs to bny monthly and
annual passes at considerable savings.
Until now, there has been no legal
way to discriminate between frequent
and infrequent passengers other than
the so called "commuter" books, and
monthly and annual p asses. Sen iors'
discounts of at lease 50 percent are also
required legally.
The CBITD has begun to explore
electronic ticketing that hopefully
could lead to better discounts for
frequent travelers. They hope for
something similar co a Boston or New
York METRO card with a magnetic
strip to score data that could lead co
cheaper trips for frequent tra,•elers.
Another opcion could be similar to the
EZ PASS used on coll roads. Although
these systems are costly and complex,
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staff members are discussing options
with several vendors and che board
welcomes more suggestions from ferry
travelers.
Some curcent suggestions include a
non-transferable punch card for ccn 10
30 trips that could be used throughout
a month. Would travelers accept the
slight delay to punch cards in exchange
for lower ticket prices? And, would
th ey be willing to give up the fivcricket commuter book? What would be
the best use of monthly passes? Should
bicycles travel for free with monthly
cards? These and other questions need
to be explored and board members
welcome input.
This November's elections include
th rec positions on the hoard to be
fil led for representatives of Peaks and
Chebeague islands, and one at-large
position. Details arc on the CBITD
website, www.cascobaylines.com,
and nominating paper packages are
a,,aiJable at the ferry terminal.
While looking for new volunteers to
serve, board President Donna Rockett,
an at-large member from Long Island,
told the audience at the July annual
meeting t hat the board is certainly
"noc boring", as she described its
efforts co assist islanders with this ,~caI
cransporcacion link ro their homes.

PTC,from pa9e 1

of appreciation in the name of "the
dozens and dou:ns and dozens of people
who drove," and added that Katherine
Erdman should also be commended for
getting the volunteer service started in
the first place.
In other bus iness, according to
Councilor Tiffany the Zoning and
Housing Committee plans to involve
the community in potential zoning
changes regarding accessory dwelling
units (commonly referred to as in-law
apartments) and affordable housing
on Peaks Island. The committee will
seek recom mendations for possible
modifications of the zoning code to the
City Planning Board in a community
meeting to be held in late August, which
will be posted on the council's website
and various island buUetio boards as soon
as the date is confirmed.
Councilor Bohan discussed operation
of the new taxi service, ITS, now in its
third week, and said the only complaints
so far were about the per-person fare ($4
to SS depending on destination) being
excessive. He said the Transportation
Committee was looking into a solution,

which co-committee member Lynne
Richard explained would ~robab ly
involve "other income streams such as
pick up and delivery for island businesses
and school children.
In a related matter , Councilor
Bohan said that having gone th rough
considerable effort and expense to get the
taxi started, he believes the rides-for-tips
service that high school graduate Matt
Rand has been conducting since June
using his family's golf cart to earn cash
for college, "though commendable, is
illegal and will be stopped."
"Any one who wants to spend $10,000
or $20,000 to start a taxi is free to do it,"
he said, "but not this kind of thing. We're
looking into ways to stop it, as mean as
that may seem.•
"It's a liability issue," added Councilor
Richard, "He cannot be insured. He's
not eligible for insurance, so actually he's
putting himself in great danger.•
But according to Rand, he is properly
insured and is not violating anylaw. He
said he's only received complaints from
ITS manager Jay Desmond, who claims
that what Rand is doing is illegal and
thus in unfair competition with tlie taxi.

Eighth Maine Regiment
Living.Museum and Lodge
Come for a great stay or tour.
A short ferry ride from Portland.
13 Eighth Maine Ave. Peaks Island, ME 04108
Around the comer from the Fifth Maine

www.8thmaine.com tel.207-766-5086
eighthmainehost@au.net

Casco Bay Lines board members face the audience of 18 island residents during rhe
annual island meeting aboard the Bay Mist Thursday,July 23, Board appointees
Susan Moreau from Maine DOT and City Councilor Kevin Donoghue were also
present, as wtll as inte.rim General Manager Ni.ck Mavodones,

On the National Register of historic places.

staffpboto

FOR EVERYDAY AND EVERY OCCASION

262Commercial Street
207-775-7560
www. BrowneTrading,com

COME SEE PORTLAND'S ONLY
FULL SERVICE FISH MARKET

Every fillet is custom cut,
pin boned, fully trin1n1ed
and ready to prepare.

Open 10:00 to 6:30
Monday th ru Saturday.
Sunday 12:00 - 5:00

Call ahead, we will have your
order ready to pick up

SUSHI & SAKE TASTING!
AUGUSJ' 27m 2009 FROM 5PM-7PM

AUGUST WINE SPECIALS

August Specials include

Fresh, NEVER FROZEN
locally caught
Haddock fillets $6.99/lb

JOIN US FOR OUR 2"' ANNUAL

>
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A CULINARY OASIS
IN THE BIG BOX WORLD

VEUVE C LICQUOT NV BRUT $45
'06 RAZORS EDGE CHARDONNAY $9

CHEESE SPECIALS INCLUDE
BRIE TOUR DE MARZE $8/lb
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Island Views
Community Letters

An update from HomeStart

On July 11, Danny Cassis left for
basic training for the Marine Corp.
He will be training i n Paris Island,
PEAT, t he Peaks Environmental S.C. until October. His father is Jimal
Action Team, would like to express Thundershield, brothers Sam and E=.
its appreciation to both t he crews of Grandmother M argo Lodge-Seven
Casco Bay Lines and the good people Oakes. T hanks to all the people that
of Public \/\forks on Peaks for the showed up to see him off.
Margo Lodge-Seven Oahs
fine job they've been doing to make
sure chat trash and freight packaging
{Ifyou would like to w rit~ fq him, please
is removed down front by the ferry send «Jrrespondm« to: RCT Daniel Cassis,
dock on Peaks Island. \l\lhile this has 3rd battalion, India Co., PLY 3082, PO
been a problem in the past, things are Box 13005, MCRD, PariJ bland, SC
29905.]
generally neat and tidy when people
get off the boat now, a nice touch for
•
visitors and islanders alike.
All of us can help by making use
of the trash and the new recycling
receptacles on the ferry dock and by
Peaks Island Tax Assistance · Energy
taking home for re-use or recycling Assistance(PITA-EA) is prepa ri ng
the packaging materials our freight for another long cold winter. Since our
is delivered in. If we all make a little inception in January of 2008 our group
extra effort to pitch in, things will of 15 present members plus 5 alumni has
continue to look shipshape down raised $20,661 for Energy Assistance.
front, and we will do our island proud. We have provided '12,296 in energy
The Peaks EnvironmentalAction assistance for 38 island households.
TeamBoard
PITA-EA would like to thank everyone
who has attended one of our Loaf and
Ladle Dinners, donated to or shopped
at the PeaksFest Yardsale, made a direct
donation to PITA-EA, or has contributed
in kind to the fund by donating food for
the Loafand Ladle or ti me and energy to
help us with fund raising.
The predictions for fuel costs this
winter arc high once again. The best way
to help Islanders with fuel costs in the
future is to provide Energy audits to as
money 1>9useholds as possible and to help
to weatherize all the homes. You may
already know Governor Baldacci has
signed into law that all homes in Maine
will be energy efficient by 2020. PITAEA will be working with Islanders 10
meet that goal on Peaks Island. Our work
began last year with 6 energy audits and
14 weatherization kits. For 2009-2010,
PITA-EA hopes to provide at least 12
energy audits and to begin a program for
helping with weatherization. We hope
our work will help residents to remain on
the island in their own homes. We will
need money and volunceers to do ourjob.
With all of this in mi nd, Energy
Assistance will have a Loaf and Ladle
Dinner on Tuesday, Aug. 18 to raise
money for our energy assistance program.
We will also be selling raffle tickets down
front each weekend in August, with 26
prizes awarded Aug. 18, valued from $15
to $350 very generously provided by local
friends and neighbors. Finally, Christine
Cassidy, Ellen Houston, and Lisa Lynch
have put together a beautiful 2009
calendar featuring Christine's wonderful
photos of the Peaks Island area. For
every calendar sold Energy Assistance
will receive Sl. for more information,
please call Cynthia at 766-0067. We look
forward to seeing you DownFront.

Letters to the Editor

•

•

•

•

•

E nergy Assistance

As HomcSran continues work toward

creaung affordable housing on Peaks
Island, co111munity members have raised a

number of new and old questions.
Whal ts considered affordable hoNsing?

A fford•ble housing costs (rent or
mortgage plus taxes and lnsic utilities) are
approximately 30 percent of a household's
gross income. For many in our commurucy

McAl/i.rttr, Cynthia Pedlikin, Cathy
stnffphot o Shaw, Doug Smith, Hekne Swarts

Publisher: Kevin Attra
Member of the Society of
Professional Journalists

and across the nation housing costs often

reach 40 to 50 percent of gross income.
Households with higher incomes may
choose to spend more, but if they stroggle
to meet basic expenses then it is no c

affordable.
Who will bmtfil? The first priority is to
serve people oow living on Peaks lsland.
HomeStart's goal is to provide affordable
housing for people who cam between 80
and 120pcrcemofthe area median income,
or less if there is funding to support it. We
are developing an application process that
will cont.ml for po1entilll homeowners who
are unfamiliar with the challenges and
costs ofisland Living.
How will the honm remain aflordablt?
Restrictions placed on a propeny deed
will control the current and future use of
the pcopcrty, which new owners ca_nnOl
simply remove. Either HomeStart or a
designated •gent will monitor the resale of homes that are deed-restricted to
ensure protection over cirnc. Such deed

resnictions allow the owner co gain C<Juity
while preserving the home's affordability
for future owners, as well as define the
eligibility requiremenis of the next buyer
and mandate that it be owner occupied.
ll!'iH H0111tSldrt orBoa,r/membm ,eefin,mtial
g,,in?Ncithcr volunteer board members nor
the HomeStart organization will realize
any financial gain from these or any future
projects.
ll!'i/1 a.ffe,r/ablt homes affect the ntighborhood
property t'<Jl11es? HomeStart has cd,mil(ed

Arts Editor · Jamie Hogan
Comm. Notes - Rhonda Berg

Research · Irene Schensted
Proof Readers - R Wingfield
• NinaSchmir

Feature W riters:
Jerry Garman
Mike Riclurds

Fran Houston
Rebecca Stephans
Art Astarita

Special Contributors:
Justin Palmer
Cynthia Mollus
Nicole Ewns

with several real csracc appraisers and

mortgage loan officers regarding chis
issue. A home that is deed-resuicced
such chat it remains affordable is not
comparable to a home that has no such
restrictions, but rhose we consulted with

agree that a new home is likely to increase

the appraised value of a neighboring
house. And with its 30- year track record,
Habitat for Humanity has seen little if any
inOuence on propert)' values witrun the
neighborhood$ it has studied (htip:JJ.,,,,.,.
habitat.o,gfhow/proptr{)'fWHes.aspx).
W bat are tht ntxl 11,p1? HomeStart is
committed to work through the prescribed
public processes in ,he exploration of
affordable housing on Peaks Island. In
the short term, the application process is

underway for a conditional re:rone to build
two additional homes on the property
of 18 Luther Sere«, and members of the
neighborhood have beco in-•ited co provide
the board with input on planning, design,
and siting. Those interested in serving on
an advisory committee should contact the
Island Institute Fellow, Mary Terry at 2212507 or rnaryktcrry@gmaiLcom.
HomeStarc will co ntinue co
explore the feasibility of purchas ing
242 Island Avenue to use as affordable
rental apar.tmems. Finally, HorneSt2.rt

will donate a cax-acqutrcd property
on Pleasant Avenue to Habitat for
Humanity 10 build a home. For all of I he
opportunities, HomcStart continues ro

identify funding sources to support ,be
efforts.
The HomeSt.art website (hllp:JI
Jane Adams, Ralph Ashmor,, Michelle
p,akmlandhomtsfarl.org/)and
the library will
Jumping off Forest City Landing, Boyle, Dian, Clark, Joyu Doane,
be updated regularly.
Thursday, July 9 are Micliaela Forde,
Maddr Piacentini and Merry Ballard. Christina Foster,Jant Gerard, Georgia iHa,y Tri!)', l,/andlmtitule F,Jkw
Their friend Ca$Sie DemJc(j (not shown) Gillette, Bttty Helltr, Sandy Luuu,judifh ],mt B"'t']Ntr, I-lom,Start Pmidenl
took pictures.
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YOGAFORLIFE
A yogic perspective on
health and si rr1ple living
BY REBECCA JOHANNA STEPHANS
RehmaJohanna Stephans teaches weekly
1-oga dasses a11d private yoga lessons on
Peah/Jland. You may direr/ yourcommenls,
inquiries, or column ideas to 766-3017 ar
rjsyqga@gwi.ne/.

rears

Several
ago on a train trip across
Canada, met a young man who h ad
never seen a moon rise or a sun rise.
Wit hin eight hours, somewhere in
Saskatchewan, several new travel friends
sat with him as he experienced both
phenomena from the observation deck
of a speeding train. Sunsets carry the
connotation of romance and perhaps
melancholy. The rising sun and the rising
moon speak to me of wonder, of promise,
ofinitiation. The risings fed especially
sacred to me, perhaps because it usually
takes a bit more effort to see them.
So far this year, I have received four
unique versions of moon calendars.

Some folks collect ceramic frogs; l am
partial to turtles and following die cycles
of the moon. I hope you have had the
experience of riding home on the ferry
while a sliver of moon, deep orange and
magical, descends into the Portland
skyline. And perhaps you, too, schedule
your social activities around plans to
witness the full moon rise over the ocean.
Don't you love the way the reflected light
makes a path directly to you no matter
where along the back shore you stand?
My yoga classes this summer arc
exploring balance on and off the yoga
mat. Achieving balance is a djnamic,
complex process which I wil revisit
periodically in this column. You may
have noticed that life experience is rarely
orderly and linear in nature. O ne of the
greatest gifts of having such easy access
to moon and tides on Casco Bay is the
consistent reminder that we are part
of an awesome, organic cycle that is in
constant flux. Resistance to this state
of impermanence only causes suffering.
Our task is to listen and adjust to tlie
inevitable changes, refining our ability to
return to center and be at peace.
The Sanskrit name, hatha yoga,
describes the yoking or unifying of polar
eneriies: sun and moon, masculine
and eminine, giving and receiving,
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doing and being, analysis and intuition,
strength and resilience. In yoga prnctice,
we are encouraged to temper excessive
energies and behaviors and to strengthen
deficient energies and disciplines. The
benefit of this balancing of energies is
the ability to remain strong, calm and
responsive in challenging situations.
Our culture traditionally values the
masculine qualities of purpose, action,
reason and willfulness over the feminine
qualities ofnurturing, listening, intuition
and surrender, although it seems there
is now a shift towards honoring both.
On the yoga mat we learn that strength
without ease leads to rigidity and that
surrender without will leads to collapse.
On and off the mat rigidity often results
in injury and collapse compromises our
effectiveness and integrity. Over time,
both conditions will deplete ou.r vitality
and promote stress-related illnesses.
One mudra, or gesture, that we
repeat many times in the course of a
yoga practice is bringing the left and
right hands together at the heart center.
Some yoga students feel uncomfortable
with this gesture because it very closely
resembles the posture that often
accompanies religious p rnyer. In fact, the
most frequently used English translation
ofanjali mudra is "prnyer pose". However,

the intention of the gesture is to calm
the mind, to invite all' the complexity of
who we arc to a still point at center and
to honor our innate wisdom. If you arc
curious, Google anjali mudra - there is
a wealth ofinformation on t he internet
about this ancient gesture.
Last month 's column recognized the
summer solstice with the Sun Salutation,
a strong, beautiful posture flow that
students practice all over thewodd, often
early in the morning as the sun rises.
Th.is month I invite you to explore one
variation of the Moon Salutation ca.lied
Chandra Namaskar in Sanskrit, a lovely,
cyclical posture flow that represents the
phases of the moon. Moon Salutation
was developed fairly recently and is not as
well known. The postures build strength
and flexibility, and help release tension
in the hips. I especially enjoy practicing
moon salutation outside by the light of
the full moon.
If you are not in possession of a moon
calendar, you may consider acquiring
one. And please remember to look up
frequently. Catching a glimpse of the
moon, even in the middle of a blue sky
day, may just lift your spirits and remind
you of the ever changing nature of our
existence.

Intention, Begin your practice with a moment of stillness in which you affirm your intention to practice with compassion and mindfulness.

Start &
Finish

4

3

3Half Moon
2HalfMoon

4 Fwe-poinled Star

START & FINISH :
Anjali Mudra

,.• 5Goddess

14 Half Moon

13

6

6Triangle

13 Half Moon

7Warrior Angle

8Squat

12 Five-pointed Star
9Warrior Angle
11 Goddess

10 Triangle

Rebecca Johanna Stephans, Kripalu Certified Yoga Teacher since 1994, has 21 years experience in the healing arts.
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TheMarkets
by Donald Gerry Kennedy
AS TOLD TO FRAN HOUSTON

In 1938, we moved year-round to
Torrington Point, to the red house,
later owned by the Feeneys and George
Cotton, thus I grew up here.
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For the love ofPeaks!
Mom d idn't especially like to shop or
to leave the island. She called the George
C. Shaws market two doors down the
hill from Monument Squa re where
t he trolley dispatcher blew his wh istle.
Shaws would take her order over t he
phone, pick out the goods, and load them
in wooden orange crates. They'd deliver
the crates to Casco Bay Lines at Custom
H ouse Wharf, paying for the shipping

so long as you spent five dollars! A five
dollar order would fiU an orange crate.
After we got them, the crates were never
thrown away. They were stood on end,
painted, or hung with a cloth skirt, and
became bookcases in everyone's houses.
Later, when I was old enough to be
sent to the store, Mom would give me a
list, and tell me which market to go to.
For quite a while in the 1930s and 40s,
there were seven markets, each serving
its neighborhood. Remember that there
were three boat landings of the Casco
Bay lines: Forest City, where the boats
land today, Trefethen's, and E vergreen.
When you bought a ticket, you'd never
say, "Peaks"; you'd say "a strip to Forest
City" (a strip was 10 small commuter
tickets which cost a dollar for the 10
rides ... tickets collected by the purser
each time you boarded the boat).
The markets were
•
John Phillippc's Red and Whjtc
(now Dick and Jane's Sea Spot near the
Fifth Maine);
Charlie Brown's (now the Peaks
Island House);
•
Dwight Bracken's IGA (now
the Post Office);
"Red" Jensen's (this had the best
fresh-cut meat - many strips of fly-paper

everyone expected to walk with t heir
groceries from the seven stores. Later,
Jimmy Brow n stopped delivering fresh
vegetables from a t ruck and tool over
Brackett's IGA; and the Corner Store
was located at what is now the "Down
Front.• You'd see a few people with baby
carriages or kid's red wagons, and maybe
even a wheelbarrow, but wire grocery
carts bad not yet been invented. We
had baskets on our bicycles, yet those
didn't carry much. Hermie Littlejohn
and Harold Clarke had trucks that met
the boat at Forest City and would carry
heavy loads. And the Pedersens ran t he
taxi service.
"Meeting the boats• was a favorite
summertime activity for school kids:
you fou nd out what was happening, and
might pick up a job carrying someone's
bundles.

over the meat counter; was loc.atcd near
Plants driveway- gas pum~);
•
Meldeau Whitten s (large house
across the street from the school - don't
get caught buy ing whoopee pies at
recess);
Webbers (now a home on the
How JOU li'JJ<d on PeaJ.1for a long timer
corner by the tennis courts) opened in Do you haw a Peaks !,land Jlory to tell of
summer only;
mtmories from childhood or that illustrates
•
and Howland's (110w t he wbv JOU 70i/e li1Jing hue? Please email or
Children's Workshop).
cad Fron Hou1to11. She ha, already heard
Because there were few ca rs on Jr,me great 1torits and 1ht wants to hear
the island and t hree boat landings, y_our1.-fran_houston@hotmoil.com, or call
766.2286.

FIRE: BOAT,frompa9e2

to fire hydrants is sketchy. She is also
d
ispatched 10 boat fires, search and
Loring a nd Eng ineer Henry. The
rescue
operations and rnao overboard
licut<n ant said that when the ship is
emergencies.
dispatched to a fire, she will also have two
There have been 14 significant fires in
companies on board (nine fi refighters); if
the
Portland warerfrom disrrict, all on
jt's a medical c.mcrgcncy) two Advanced
wharves
and storage buildin8$. The first
Life Supp0rt pcrsonnd will be on board.
was
the
conflagration
on July 4, 1866 that
Ile added that the Coast Guard used ro
destroyed
most
of
the
city. Most recently,
be more involved in firefighting, bur since
in
1999
a
two-alarm
fire occurred at
9/11 it !us been diverted to Homeland
Cuscom
House
wharf
that damaged a
Security duty. The fire boat can be used
fishing
vessel
and
fish
processor.
for fires on the b2ek shore where access

CHEBEAGUE'S
VETERANS'TAXI
RETIRES

passengers and contracts with
organizations like the school and the
p olice who had people working on
Chebeague but no cars here to drive
them around in. She remembers one
dramatic day when she was told to pick
up a policeman from the main land
responding to an emergency call, and
was told "just do what he tells you!" Her
BY BETH HOWE ANO MAC P ASSANO
military training came to the fore, and
FROM THE CHEBEAGUE ANNUAL NEWSl.£TTER
she did.
Over the years, as more and more
After more than thir t y years people, even summer visitors, have
p r oviding esseocial service to
brought cars co the island rhere has
Chebeague, wi n ter and summer, been less demand for raxi services. Bur
Veter.ins' Taxi Service has gone our of each year Veterans' Taxi made enough
business. Health considerations have money to keep even with inOation.
forced Fran Calder to retire. As she However, last summer's run-up in the
told us the other day when we talked price of gasoline was a blow, followed
to her about her life before and during this year by her health emergency.
her years on Chebeague, it was not an The decision t0 retire was madc;John
easy decision: I would consider the day Holt and Jarrod Sm ith initiated their
a complete loss if, when I got up in the successor taxi business, the Chebeague
morning, I didn't ha,•e a job to go to.
Island Taxi. Now Fran is getting her
Fran Osgood Calder and her strength back, enjoying the Oowers in
brother came to Central Landing o n her garden and the wildlife that takes
C hebeague as children in the summers shelter in the alder swamp behind the
from Portland where they grew up. lo house.
the 1970s cars were gradually corning
to the island and Chebeague had
business enough for two taxi services:
Bob and Khaki Habig's, and Charlotte
Doughty's. For a time Fran worked for
Bob and Khaki, a nd when the Habigs
decided to retire in 1980, she took over
their business, calling it Veterans' Taxi
because she h ad been in the Marines
and Joh n had been in rhe Army (at the
Normand y Beach landing!) during
World War II. S he d id most of the
driving, with John helping sometimes.
The business relied on both private
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Destination (Ncstlcdown); Play on
Words (Kastawakare); Position/
Location (Rockbound); Rustic
Place (Blue Shutter); Sea faring
(Topside); Tree/ flower (Spruce
Lodg_e), Ty.Pe of View (Sunset
BY JERRY GARMAN
View}; Unique/Special (Dick
r
........
And Jane Sea Spot);
, - -- , -:,·-... _.-------- and
Welcoming
r·---·. . . - ---.. .
(Tarry A While). Tom
Lynch has assembled
a photo album of
cottage names which
-·. -- . - .
colorfully chronicles
this important part of
our
past.
Peaks Island consists of 720
Why
have
only
acres of land on which there retained their names85forcottages
over 80
are 960 numbered cottages and
years?
Why
are
only
29
percent
homes located on over 100 named Peaks Island cottages named? of
streets, avenues, roads, lanes and
l\1any changes have occurred
courts. Now, by simply dialing on here in the last eight decades.
911 from a land line phone There are now over 400 year round
located in any house, you direct homes, some new, most converted
emergency response to
your location by this
connection.
Through digital
magic the homeowner's
name phone number
and street address,
along wi t h the
longitude and latitude
of the house is instantly
made availahle to the responder. cottages. W hen the chain offamily
Emergency equipment is directed ownership has been broken the
to the emerg_ency location tluough need to retain a cottaie name or
a .Gr~und Positioning Satellite create a new one is diminished. An
old sign may have simplyyielded to
system.
It has taken over 220 years the efements. WhlJe there is little
for this precise, sophis t icated precedence to name one's primary
jden~ification system to evolve. abode, a second home ap.ri:rs to
suc},l
Our pioneer families mieded onlr, re,P.!ife that special name
their names (Trefethen, Brackett a sp~c!al escape location. Uong
and Pmons) along with directions surviving cottage names sucli
from one of the island's landings as: Bide-A-Wee, Doe Den, Lift
to direct visitors to their homes. The Latch, Nottingham, Sumac
T hese family names begat street Lodge and Xantho each have an
names (Trefethen, Prince, Reed, interesting sto ry related to the
Brackett, Welch, J\dams, Marion, family history, their interac tion
Luther, Elizabeth, Daniel, with the island, and the meaning
Herman and Sterling) which behind these names, thereby
justifying preservation.
New owners may reflect on
the meaning of their houses
and honor them with a
name. For those who choose
to follow this wonderful
island tradition make sure
you follow some basic
"
criteria when naming your
further aided visitors in their search
cdttage:
must be a visible,
for specific homes. Some 30 named readable There
sign.
Homes
of pioneer
streets increased to 82 by 1927, but
families
should
have
a_plaque
or be
without house numbers owners
appropriately
signed.
Roller
Derb;:
soon differentiated their locations
by carefully naming them. The rules permitting no duplication of
early Casco Bay directories even names should be followed.
remember that regardless
listed the cottage name before the ofAlways
any
improvements
made to
name of the occupant.
your
cottage
or
how
original
and
Only 285 cottages are cu rrently creative your new name is, your
namea, down from 471 uniguely
named cottages in 1927. Steve cottage may always be referred to
by a previous name or owner - thls,
Maclsaac has creativeIycategorized to6,
1s an island tradition.
these named cottages into a doun
categories;
Contemporary
(example
Dejuvu); Family
(Brackett);
His t orical
I
(Uncle Toms'
Cabin); Ideal

by Palmer

ACottage by Any
Other Name

=
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Casco Bay's First
Island Bank Branch
is conveniently located
in the lobby of The Inn on Peaks Island
Branch Hours:
Moo - Fri: 9:00 ani - 3:00 pm
Sat: 9:00 am - 12:00 noori
ATM: 9:00 am - 11 :00 pm
(Inn hours)

Access to Maine Bank & Trust's
full array of Personal and
Commercial Banking Products
and Wealth Management

expertise

-·
MAINE BANK& TRUST
• .t
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ACROSS
1. Cheer
4. Reservoir
(1992)
8. Ice cream flavor
13. Mildred's nickname
14. Man follower?
15. For alimited purpose
16. Neatas_
17. Send money
18. Atheist Uke George
Washingron
19. Robertl{edford role (1969)
22. Loser in "War of Northern
A_ggression" (abbr.)
23. !fetter half
24. Florida game fish
26. Drag queen Dame
29. Nightofthe~~(1964)
32. Former Turl<lsh title
36. Prefix with -plex or -mom
38.
fll{e
39. Palmdromic name
40. ,....-__,aHotTinRoof(1958)
41. Opposite ofl Across
42. Traveled way
43. Latin love
44.
kwan
45. Blacker 47. A_CalledWanda(1988)
49. States in Qyebec
51. Dayofthe--.,_ (1975)
56. Known for stubbornness
58. Eggplant stew (2007)
61. Bullfighting?
63. Enough (archaic)
64. A littfe bit
65. The part removed by

decimation
66. Price ofpoker
67. Small fl]glllcnts
68. ~~'leenage Werewolf
(1957)
69. The_Hunter(1978)
70. Abbr. on can of motor oil

DOWN
1. Shred
2. Acid
3. Kind oflndian
4. Grew light
5. Auditory
6. Star of Pretty Woman
7. Hunts
8. ......--,-,.and Glory (1993)
9. Horace's forte
10. My Little,,..-~_(1940)
11. Bonanza favorite
12. Official proceedings
13. Sacrificial rite
20. Lost
21. Bump at back of head
25. Kincfofboard
27. _ Chomsky
28. __,..God
30. Require
31. Dynamic prefix
32.
mutual
33. Soon, orlater
34. z,-,-rn~ Plane (2006)
35. Said ofdara Bow
37. Amos, for one
40. Magna
44. Word fi-om_,..'11....en
Commandments

August2009

Animal House (1978) ~ by Anna Tierney
10

II

12

16
19

3

5
8

46. Unique woman's name
48. Not so fast
50. Place adv-antage
52. Good-byes in Europe
53. Beyond, extreme
54. Ttle
55. Nugent and Bundy

56.
spumante
57. Vomit
59. Frank or Rice
60. Lug
62. They come with resps.

www.J,annaford.com

y palette
SOLUTION TO LAST MONTI-I'S PUZZ.L E

NAILS

&

SALON

NAILS • HAIR • WAXING
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE • FREE EASY PARKING

The months of September & October...
• Tuesday, $28 Manicure & Pedicure
• Party offour special 20% off

_
_
207 773 7999

OPEN Mon-Sat 9 a.m-7p.m 290 Congr-ess St
(Next to RJto Aid Pharmacy at the bottom of Munjoy Hill)

create a
marterpiece
ill yovr kitcJ.iel)

..
August2009
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Star Gazing

August 2009 Sky
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To rhe west is red giant Arcturus,
the rails of kite-shaped constellation
Bootes. It's easy ro identify if you find
BY MIKE RICHARDS
Augwr was originally named Sextilis, the Big Dipper co the north, follow the
the sixth month in the ancient Roman handle 10 the end, and then continue
calendar, but it was renamed for Julius to the "Arc to Arcturus." To rhe east
Augustus, first Roman Emperor, is Altair, rhe a lpha star in Aquila the
after he captured the famous Greek Eagle, and low in the sourhwest is
city Alexandria on the first day of this Antares, the red heart of Scorpio. To
month in 30 BC. Alexander the Great, the left (south) of Antares is the teapotKing of Macedonia, founded the dry shaped constellation Sagittarius, above
rhrcc centuries earlier a.t the western which are myriad galaxies far in the
side of the Nile delta in Egypt, and it background and scattered star-clusters
served as the c ultural capital of th e sprinkled in for good measure.
Mediterranean, with its wondrous
ALMANAC
lighthouse, Pharos, its library, then
rhe largest in the world, and its creepy
Aug. l - Sunrise is at 5:30 a.m. and
catacombs. Alexandria is now a city
of four milJion people and the largest sunset is at 8:04 p.m., perfect for my
lifestyle, bur we're losing light every
seap0rt in Egypt.
passing day as rhe angle of Earth's rilr
changes inexorably with respect ro the
PLANETS
sun.
Aug. 4- The moon's ac apogee, 29,000
Jupiter is in the news, because a milemiles
further away than ic wilJ be in a
wide asteroid was sucked in to its south
pole, leaving a jagged dark scar visible to fortnight, so tides are modest, barely 6
astro11omers on Earth. Jupiter is by far feet between high and low tides.
Aug. 5- A full (but small) "Sturgeon"
rhe biggest planet in our solar sysrem,
moon
rises our over the bay at 7:47 p.m.
holding 2.5 che mass of all the other
and
sets
over the ciry atS:03 a.m.
planets combined. It's nearly 89,000
Aug. 9- Saturn's rings are edge-on
miles wide, over 11 times wider than
Earth, and though it's not as dense as co rhe sun today, but Earth is slightly
Earth (few diings in rhe universe are), it below the rings' plane, so for rhc next
stillhas318 times Earth's mass, creating few weeks we can glimpse the rings'
an enormous magnetic field that has dark underside.
Aug. 11, 12- The Perseid Meteor
pulled dozens of passing asteroids into
Shower
peaks, but the particle stream
orbit around it, some going clockwise,
is
chin,
and
che moon will wash rhem
some counterclockwise. Jupiter reaches
illustration by Jamie Hogan opposition (i.e., opp0sire the sun from out a bit. Still, you should see a meteor
Earth·s petspective) this month, so every few minutes in the hours before
Jupiter rises in the cast at sunset, stays dawn, and you may also catch a few of
up all night, and sets in the west ar rhe Aqua rid or Cygnid meteors.
sunrise.
Aug. 13- Lase-quarter moon is high
ar
s unrise, dividing with the sun its
Jupiter never gets up very high up in
attraction
ro Earth and keeping tides
the sky, bur ir's in prime position for
moderate
for
tbe time being.
telescopes. Look for the two dark bands
Aug. 14- The moon occults (hides, as
running horizontaUy across the fat,
it
passes in front of) the Pleiades star
whire
disc,
and
the
four
big
Galilean
Book the111 at The Inn on Peak, bland!
moons splayed out in ever-changing cluster an hour before dawn.
\°c11 rlm ,umw,·r: \'o oro iug/11 11111iinwm fl'l/mtrd.
Aug. 17, 18- The waning crescent
patterns to the sides. You might even
moon
brackets Venus before dawn.
spor rhc shadows of the moons creeping
Aug.
19- T he moon's at perigee now,
across rbe cloud-tops. Jupiter rotaces
every 10 hours, so fast you could see closest ro Earth, and it's almost new,
the entire surface every night, including on t he same side of Earth as the sun,
the Great Red Spot, a centuries-old so they multiply their gravitarional
!'ium);l\ • l'hmsdas ..................... 11::JOam. 10:00pm
attraction to Earth and build our tides
tornado three rimes the size of Earth.
Fn<la1 & Satur<lav....................... 11 -~Oam. I l:OOpn.
Venus is rhe opposite ofJupiter, as up 10 12.7 feet, twice what they were
it's up in che morning earlier rhan most two weeks ago.
Aug. 20- New moon means dark skies
of us, so even though it's brighter than
Jupiter, few of us will see ir - j ust those for star-gazing and galaxy and clusteron the early boat to Peaks, or those who hunring.
Aug. 21, 22- The ramps to the ferries
walk or run rhc backshore before dawn
as an eye-opener. Harder to find are at dawn and dusk will be steeply
Mercury and Saturn on the western downhill as tides are quite low now.
Aug. 26- This is a great n ight for
horizon after sunset, and Mars high
Jupiter-watching,
as two moon-shadows
in the east before suntise. Neptune is
a lso at opposition chis month, so it's pass over its surface from 10:20 p.m. to
relatively near Jupiter, which makes ir l:12a.m.
Aug. 27- First-quarter moon is high
easier to find.
at sunset, and that red-giant star to
its right is Antares, which rhe moon
STARS
just finished eclipsing for European
Beautiful blue-white Vega is the astronomers (during their evening and
bright star directly overhead at 9 p.m. our afternoon). The next week is best
To its left (facing south) is the Northern for scoping out the moon, especially
Cross, an asterism in constellation along the terminator-line between light
Cygnus the Swan, and to Vega's right is and dark, where shadows are long and
rhe fuint constellation Hercules, which the contrast reveals the mountains,
contain s the brightest scar-cluster in craters, rills and ridges of our closest
the Northern Hemisphere, M13. This celestial neighbor.
Aug. 31- Su nrise is now at 6:18 a.m.
area marks the solar apex, toward which
the sun is moving as it orbits around the and sunset is at 7:18 p.m. as we head
center of our home ga laxy, the Milky toward nexr month 's equinox.
Way.

Do you haYc guests con1.ing in fro1n out
of to,vu this sunuuer?

Sunnncr Hours at ~fhc Pub:
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A farewell dinner for
Father Morse
BYKEVINATTRA

Catholic parishioners and other wellwishers o n Peaks Island bade farewell
co Father Fred Morse Friday e,·ening,
June 26, with a pot luck supper of ham,
beans and 1>otato salad at Jones unding.
He left St Chrisropher's on J une 30 after
IO years of service on the island, and
chc ncxr day conducted his first Mass at
Newcastle's 200-ycar-old St. Ambrose
Church, rhe o ldesr existing Catholic
chun:h in New England he said.
Sr. Ambrose is one of eight parishes

in the mid-coast region chat have been
clustered together, something he so.id the
Catholic Church has been doing for two

August2009

o r three yeacs now. As of July l, Bath,
Brunswick, Boorhbar Harbor, Newcastle,
Richmond and orher com 1nuni ties
became the "All Sainrs" cluster, one of the
more popular names. he said . ..'That and
'Holy Spirit'." Newcastle and Boothbay
Harbor will be his primary responsibility.
The new clustering system means fewer
pncsrs spread our to serve more churches
than in the pasr w hen there was one 1>riest
to each pansh. St. Christopher's is part of
Clusccr 21, which includes the parishes of
Portland Cathcdr,I, St. Louts, St. Peter
and Sacred I kart/St. Dominic.
On Jan. 30 rh1s year, the Reverend
Louis Phillips became the pastor for St.
ChristoPher's, and Father Morse became a
parochial vicar. He """s replaced by f'athcr
Alfred Irving in July, who, like all pncsts
in the cluster, will serve each pansh on a Father Morse poses for a parting shot on the deck at Jones Landing during his
farewell parry,
rotating basis.
staffpboto

Raffle raises funds for health center

Can't to11ch tJ1is

BYl<EVINATTRA

"Th i nk it's ever going to stop
raining?" asked Don Webster, selling
raffle uckets outside Hannigan's l\!arkct
on Thursday, July 2, in a downpour
(rifht). When 1 asked him how long
he cl been there, he said 20 years (once
he understood what I'd meant, it came
to only about an hour).
He was raising moner for rhc Casco
Bay Health Center, a non-profit
organization formed in 1976 that built
the health clinic on Peaks Island and
subsidizes the prncrice. He said the
organization p rovides about Sl 6,000 of
the roughly $25,000 in operating cosrs,
and that the annual raffle usually brings
LO about $2,000.
Tickers were sold unt il Saturday
morning,July 4, when the drawing took
place dunng the awards ceremony after
the Clamsliell Race. Winners lucked
into soods and services worth from $20
to $~0 from several local businesses.
Don said it is ooc of the major sources
of support for the organization.

On Friday,.J:une 26, Peaks Cafe owner Llsa Lynch proudly unveiled the
T,sbirt she d just creared ro protest actions taken by the police this •pring
toenfo.ce the seatbelt law on the island. It reads: "Buckle up Peaks Island,
20 mph".
staffphoto

Peat's second annual clothesline show
attracts kids
BY LAVINIA DEMOS

The wind, which plays an even g reater
role than sunshine in the d.ryiog process,
is an inexhaustible source of energy that
never pollurcs. A nd as well as lessemng
your catbon footptinr, air drymg can C\'en
counr a~ a great ,·acation science activlt)'
once you realize that the pulleys on the
clothesline reel and the springs on the
clothespins 3rC both simplo machines!
F,.lt,a Richardson, shown here with her
award from 1he Peaks Environmental
Acuon Team, huih • plarhouse in the
woods, complete wuh a clothesline
strung with wash. Her grandmother
• Rurh \'("ilhamson, sent us a picture
of u and PEAT chose E lna as thts
year's wmncr because "she is aware of
the necessity for a clothesline in every

New Construction

Renovation

John Kiely
Carpenter
Property Management
591 Island Avenue Peaks Island, ME 04108
(207) 766-2026
Jkiely1 @maine.rr.com

BRAD'S ISLAND BIKE RENTAL
and full service shopl

JomesLic arrangemem, even one devist-d
Perhaps it's no ooincidence th.at wtnning

entrants ,n the las1 two years' Clothesline
Shows ha, e i,een under the age of twelve.
If you've experienced the interest and
enthusiasm of vim ing grandchildren or
neighbor kids while l¼nging out the wash,
it will come as no surpri~e thal chey're
rcadr co go when it comes to 1h is ~1mple
acttvtty that pays off in lower energy bills
and less wear and cear on cloth ing and
household linens.

for imag inary and/or recreational
housekeeping."
Admi1tcdly, our weather so far hasn't
always been uwiring for the laundrr
crowd, bur take heart; plenty of brecses
and sunny days arc still wafting their
wa) ro Peaks this summer. 'fo sec all the
phoros from both years.got ro the PEAT
wchstte: http//11JU.w.greentrpeaks.o,g.

Bike accessories & fishing tackle
115 Island Avenue •• Peaks
•• 766-5631

•
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Pearls onCliff Island
BY PAMELA ANDERSON

When our grocery store and snack bar
closed last summer, we were all sad and
afraid we would be without out "center"
for awhile, maybe even a long time. Mark
Milligan, the then-store owner, had an
opportunity to move to the Azores with
his wife who had obtained a new job
there as a school counselor. He put a "For
Sale" sign up, but even though people
were interested, no one was quite ready
to take the big plunge.
Then the end of summer brought
some renters from South Hiram:
Bill and Marilyn Johnson, along
with their daughter Johanna and two
grandchildren, Silas and Mayzie from
Cape Charles, Virginia. Johanna and her
husband, Steve Corman, were chomping
at the bit to get back to Maine, and after
seeing the "For Sale" sign, took just a few
minutes to decide this was the chance of
a lifetime.
Vvithin a couple of days, a deal was
done. Johanna's parents were shocked
but pleased, as they had come to love
the island and were happy to have their
grandchildren much closer to home, just
one ferry ride away.
They renamed the establishment
Pearls Seaside Market and Caf~ (www.
pearlsseasidemarket.com}, located on
tbe wharf right where the ferry comes in,
and have worked hard to spruce up the
old store and brighten both the grocery

Johanna had some experience running
the gift shop and producing gourmet
apple products at her parent's apple
farm in South Hiram, Apple Acres
Farm (www.appleacresfarm.com), a
very popular place in the fall for picking
apples, drinki ng fresh apple cider and
eating slices ofpie.
While in Virginia, they were both
school teachers, but they took to the
island wholeheartedly, finding a house
to rent and joining the community with
gusto. They arri,,ed too late in the season
to get teaching jobs, so Steve ended up
getting a part time job
at a fresh fish market on
Commercial Street in
Portland.
We are very lucky.
They both love the
island way of life while
runni ng the store and
cafe. They arc both
great cooks and often
have a lunch or dinner
special we can purchase

to make our lives easier.

allowed a JO-minute visit to our island motto is, "If you can't find it here, we'll
during the ferry layovers. They can buy get it for you the same or next day."
If you get down this way by ferry or by
snacks, a wrap, a lobster roll, steamed
your own boat, come check out Pearls
lobsters, or an island memento.
It seems they arc benefiting everyone Seaside Market and Cafe. You'll be glad
one way or another. A regular coffee you did.
l<latch meets there whenever the store is
open. How great to have a coffee shop on
the island.
Now wc have a grocery store that can
special order food from Portland, provide
delicious snacks each day, bake elegant
BY LYNNE RICHARD
pies during the fruit seasons and make
the best piz-,a I\,e ever had - it's f.mtastic!
Pearls is a coffee shop, a crafts shop,
H o usehold Hazardous
and a very friendly meeting place. Soon,
Waste Collection Day is
t he Cormans will be selling fresh fish
Saturday Aug. 22. 011, paint,
and fresh meats one day a week. Their
chemicals, baueries and other
ha7,ardous material can be dropped
off ar the transfer station on Peaks
Island between 10 a.m. and 1_p.m.
Note to Seasonal Residents:
lt may seem funni• to think about
snow while we're still enjoying
summer, but Public Services and
the PJC wam to encourage all
residents to fmd off-street parking
for ,·chicles left on the island o,·er
the w inter. Cars left on the side
of the road (yes, even 10 feet off
the road) make snow 1·emova I
d ifficult and restrict travel due to
street narrowing (last year Island
Avenue was reduced co one lane in
a number of places).
Please find a friend or neighbor
who will allow you tO park )'OU.t
vehicle III rheic driveway, side yard,
off-street space, or heated garage
(ha ha). Ifwe help each other in this
way, we'll keep the roads safer and
more passable this winter. (Oh. and
rou won't get tickcwd or towed.)

.L\. Not(' from

Public Services

There arc comfy chairs
for sitting on the deck
overlooking the water,
and new picnic tables
outside. T hey have also
opened space in their
market for selling local
section and cafC with a new pizza oven, a Cliff Island arts and
new ice-cream freezer, a beautifully tiled crafts, such as original
lunch counter to look out the picture wate rcolor prints,
window while eating a wrap or drinking beautiful all- natura l
a coffee, newly painted designs on the soaps and unique and
creative sea-treasure
floor, and many other improvements.
Everyone on Clifflsland was delighted. wreaths. Johanna is an
We needed a store here, especially avid knitter, making
being so for from the mainland. What many crocheted animals
wonderful news and how lucky fo r us. and sweaters. She also
They brought their two child ren with makes toy animals out
them, of course: Silas is enrolled at of recycled clothing.
These items are Johanna and Steve Corman on the front porch at Pearls on
King Middle School and Mayzic just
graduated from the fifth-grade at the exciting and tempting Clifflsand.
photo by Pamtla Anderson
to tourists who are
CliffIsland Elementary School.

Fourth ofJuly a celebration offreedom (from rain)
After years and years - no wait, it was
only a momh of ram - the Fourth of July
cdcbrauon took place under mosrly clear,
though chil ly skies with a 20 minute
fireworks s how on the eastern prom
provided by internauonal ly famous
Grucci's of New York, known for its
pyrorcchmc displays at the Ol)'mpics
and U.S. presidential inaugurauons from
Ronald Reagan 10 George W. Bush.
T he fireworks cost $30,000, wrorc
1'1cole Clegg, dtrector of communications
wich 1he Ciry ~tanager's office, in ao email
larcr, "the same amount for the pas[ four

rears.
"I would add." she continued, '"chat
the fact that the firework< occurred on
a Saturday (fim time in 11 vears) and the
weather was good (first time in forever),
we bad record numbers."
\ccord1ng to the Kational Weachcr
Service's prelirrunary monthlr rcporr from
the Portland weather station there were

A view of rhe fireworks from the de<k oftht Peaks Island HouseJuly4 (cocktails not shown},

only rhrcc clear days in June, with a total
accumulauon of 8.6 inches of rain. In a
single 24-hour period, stoning Thursday,
June 18, it rained 3.3 inches - the amoum
that nonnally fulls m the cnrue month.

staffphoto
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The Civil War
returns to the
Fifth Maine
B Yl<EVIN ATTRA

r

Vietnam veteran and Civil War buff
Steve Bunker on tbe porch of the Fifrb
Maine.

s14Jfpboto

Tom Bennett, 17, and Jared
Johnson, 18, of Company A, Third
Maine Regiment of Volunteers, have
been CivilWar aficionados since the
fifth- and sixth-grades respective!y.
They stood under the maple tree in
front of the Fifth Maine museum
Saturday, June 27, where a vintage
encampment had been set up,
complete with a ~anvas pup tent and
muskets, preparing to reenact - or
actually reenacting, J could never tell
which - the life ofa Yankee soldier in
celebration ofCivil War Day.
For the most part it seemed fairly
mundane, probably a lot like the
real thing, standing around doing
nothing much, occasionally firing
rifles. In 1861, Theodore Winthrop,
an aspiring writer who joined the 7th
Cavalry wben war broke out, wrote,
"And that is the history of any day at
Camp Cameron. It is monotonous, it

is not monotonous, it is laborious, it is
lazy, it is a bore, it is a lark, it is half
war, half peace, and rotally attractive,
and not to be dispensed with from
ones exFerience in the nineteenth
century. He was killed at the battle
of Great Bethel in 1862.
The weather forecast for the
celebration had called for rain so it
was not surprising that the day was
clear and bright (it did cloud up later
that afternoon). The volunteers sold
kepis, the characteristic Civil War
hat, for S6, and the Fifth Maine
provided Civil War "hardt ack"
biscuits with the disclaimer that it
was not responsible for broken teeth.
Tom said he'd been a drummer
ever si nee he saw a reenactment at
Fort Knox in Prospect, and thought
the movie "Gettysburg" was the best
film ever made. He owns the entire
Civil War series by Ken Bums. Jared
allegedly has a photographic memory
and has studied the war for six or
seven years, memorizing the lives of
the soldiers and trying to understand
what they fought for.
Reenactor Wayne Hall was dressed
as a hospital steward, the precursor to
a medic he said, but looked more like
a butcher in his blood-spattered apron
and civvies. A registered nurse in real
life, he passed around strange-looking
artifacts from t he period and asked
visitors to guess what obscure use
they had been _put to in the practice
of medicine. Carol Eisenberg, who
happened to be there when I arrived,
got them all right.
Tracy Williams, one of two female
recnactors at the event, attended the
table with nurse Hall as a midwife
wearing a full period dress. Her
storyline, actually true for the most
p_art, was that her family settled in
Topsham in the 1700s (her family
home dates to 1792).
She studies genealogy, apparently a
dr;iw for many people involved in the
reenactments, and often compares
notes with other buffs at the various
demonstrations she rakes part in. It
turns out her husband's ancestors
were in the Third Maine Regiment
during the Civil War as well, which
they both only learned after joining
the regiment.
Steve Bunker, a 50-year veteran
of Civil War
reenactments
who portrayed a
mounted cavalry
t roorer, called
it a great little
annual event".
A veteran of the
Viet nam vVar as
well, he once had
t o be operated
on d u ring a
reenactment by a
Civil War medic
when a piece of
shrapnel started
working its way
out of his body.
He said that
once a year the
cavalry makes
a three day, 35m i le ride in
Loudoun County,
Virginia. Last
November, there
were 18 r iders,
an d one died
on the journey.
Apparently
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ABOVE: Members of the Third Maine Re~ment fire muskets during Civil War Day
at the Fifth Maine museum where, with a little imagination, people coul d time travel
back to the age ofVictorian refwement and horrific wars.

,taffpl,oto

the fellow had a history of medical
illness, and complained one evening
that he felt strange and wouldn't last
the night. The group didn't worry too
much about it occause he'd often said
things like that before, but sometime
during the night he passed away.
After making arrangements for the
body, they finished the ride in his
memory.
In honor of the 200th anniversary
of Abraham Lincoln's birth (born
Feb. 12, 1809), retired American
history reacher Jerry Wiles discussed
the history of Lincoln's rise to the
presidency, but "the way I present
history," he said, "I twist it."
He spoke to a packed house,
includ ing severa l c hildren, who
often listened so intently it seemed

you could hear the air whisper. Like
Lincoln, he held his audience with
humor and wisdom. Though Lincoln
was a self-taught lawyer wiih less than
a year of schooling and fumbled at
business, he was an eloquent speaker.
Wiles ca lled him a people's
lawyer who showed "tremendous
understanding of people, law and
public speaking." He said as a teenager
Lincoln said to a friend, speaking
about slavery, "lfl ever get a chance,
I'm goin to nip this thing. I'm going
to nip it.9 He was so unpopular when
elected that he was threatened with
assassination and had to be smuggled
into Washington.
"I can do nothing without the help
of the divine being," Lincoln said.
"With him, I cannot fail."

BELOW: Wayne H all (left), portraying a hospital steward, passes around obscure
medical iostr wneotsfrom the Civil War period.
,ta.ffpl,oto

Peaks Island Baptist Church
For God sent not h is Son into the world to
condemn the world ; but that the world through him
might be saved.

John 3:17
235 P!t.aJtmlA•~., Ptak.I lskmd, .MB 04/08. 766-)037, u'U-7'1.pilx.info
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PILP Profiles
Clark Woods
BY CYNTHIA Mou.us

This iJ the,«ond in a series ofartid,s akut
Peaks Island Land Preserw~ properties and
the tJoluntur stewards who help mtlnage

them.

The three-and-one-half acre Clark
Woods parcel straddles Highland
Avenue in the Tolman Heights
section in the center of the island,
with the bulk of the property lying
west of High land. Owner Fred Clark
donated a Conservation Easement
O!l the property to Pl LP in 2005.
Clark acquired t he property in
t973, when he was looking for a
summer home. In 1995, he secured
an open space designation for part
of the pa.reel, and in 1999 split off
some of the land and swapped with
an abutter so he could end up with
one contiguous piece. He ultimately
set aside the minimum required
acreage for his house lot, and put the
rest into the Conservation Easement
for PILP. Clark continues to hold the
deed and pay t he taxes, and PI LP
manages the land.
The portion of the parcel to the east
of Highland was hit particularly
hard during the 2007 Patriot's Day
Storm , which caused extensive

How we got here
from there
BYKIMMACISMC
5TH M AINE MUSEUM CURATOR

Afig for allyour clumsy craft,
four pleasure boats and packets;
The steamboat lands you, safe and soon,
At Mansfield's, Troll's, or Brackell's.
Hapless passengers often chanted
those words as Captain Seward
Porter's steamboat, the Kennebec,
plodded her way across the harbor
to Peaks lsland in 1822. Although
the imperfect engine usually refused
to drive the boat aga inst the t ide
and the passengers bad to t read the
paddle wheels to make port, Porter's
efforts are significant in that it was
the first attempt to provide public
transportation to the island.
It wasn't unti l the 1850s that the
next serious attempt to establish ferry
service was made by Horatio G. Cook,
a boat bu ilder from Portland. He built
and operated a series of steamers the Antelope, Casco, Favorite and

ISLAND TIMES
damage throughout Peaks and
other Casco Bay islands. PILP
subsequently hired arborist Stan
Newell to help with the huge number
of downed and damaged trees on
this part of the property.
Pr ior to the storm, conifers such
as s pruce and white pine thrived,
and deciduous trees there included
birch and beech, among rocky
outcroppings. A small wetland area
is in the center of the property, and
the western side features more rocky
outc roppings and hosts a mix of
deciduous and evergreen trees, with
more oak, birch and maples than on
the eastern side.
David Stankowicz, who has been
the property's Pl LP steward for a
year and a half, bought the cottage
next to the Clark parcel in 1991
when he was still living in Boston
and coming here for vacations. "One
of the factors that contri buted to
buying our cottage was the Clark
parcel, even though it had not been
donated to PILP at that time. With
every visit it got harder to leave,"
he said, "so we decided to sell our
house and move here full time to
start a new life in 1994. J had always
dreamed of teaching in a high school
and be able to wa lk to work."
Stan kowicz now t eaches at
Portland High School, and walks
through the Clark Woods parcel
nearly every day on his way to catch
the ferry to town. He also walks it
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most evenings when he takes dogs
Yogi and Crady for their final outing
of the night. "Moving up here from
living in a hectic, noisy city, J am
overwhelmed by the stillness of the
woods and the sounds of t he birds,
breeie and foghorns," he said.
"Each season has its special
qualities, but r would have to say
summerismyfavoritebecause I have
the privilege of being on vacation
and I can s low down and appreciate
the sensual beauty of the place,"

Stankowicz said. "Every summer an
osprey builds a nest high up in one
of the70 -foot pine trees, and I might
see her fly over our house or hear her
shortchirpingwhistle."
On donating the Conservation
Easement, Fred Clark said, ·we were
pleased to be able to do this. The
land was of no bu ilding value to us,
but was of aesthetic value, and we
wanted to keep it that way."

From the FIFTH MAINE
Gazelle. The Favorite was taken by
the government and used on southern
routes by the Union army during
the Civil War. Other steamboats,
including William Oxnard's Island
Queen and Gypsy Queen, ran in
opposition to Cook's steamers. All
ran only during the summer months.
It wasn't until 1871 that yearround ferry service began when
a group of island men formed the
Peaks Island Steamboat Company,
which ran the Express on the Peaksto-Portland route. Soon after, C.H.
Knowlton began running the Tourist
and the Minnehaha in opposition to
the Express. Eventually these two
lines merged to form the Casco Bay
Steamboat Company. By 1900 at least
a dozens steamboat lines ran in Casco
Bay touching at most of the inhabited
islands. Stil l, on ly one line ran yearround service.
As the island began to develop
into a commuter island, a number
of other ferry lines too numerous
to describe here were established.
Long-t ime islanders may we l l
remember the Gurnet, the Sabino

ABOVE: The Ga2;elle. BELOW: The Pilgrim.
courtesy Fifth Maine Museum
(which is still running out of Mystic
Seaport in Connecticut) or t he
Narmada, basically a barge with a
wheelhouse that carried vehicles and
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an occasional passenger. All of these
lines have either gone out of business
or merged to become what we now
know as Casco Bay Lines.
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\Vish Yon Were Here:
'l'raring art history on
Peaks Island
BY JAMIE HOGAN

Does Peaks Island qualify Man arr
colony? I've mused about this since
seeing "A re of rhe Cranberry Isles"
and "Call of the Coast: Art Colonies
of New England" at the Portland
Museum of Art.
Sage Lewis, curatorial assistant at
the museum, said, "We didn't ha\·e
criteria for designating these places
as art colonies. The exhibit grew out
of a connection with the Florence
Gri\wold Museum in Connecticut and
we featured Cos Cobb and Old Lyme,
plus two of the more well-known art
colonies in Maine, Monhegan Island
a nd Ogunqu it, both of 11.·hich had
unofficial schools of painting."
The PMA declares, "The opening
decades of the 20th cencury brought
about great change in the way
Americans viewed th e coast. What
had been a zone of commerce and
industry in the 19th century became
a haven for summer visicors and
residents seeking co escape the hustle
and bustle of modern life. This shift lll
perspective provided a boon to artists
who bee their skills on the new culture
of summer."
With numerous rear-round anists
and countless anises who return
everv summer, Peaks is well-stocked
with. creators. The upcoming ArLon
the Porch at the Fifth Maine (Aug. 9)
caused me to trace.bits of art hisrory in
the waves of artists who formed groups
over rhe decades.
Monica Dominak said, "I srarced
Art on the Porch about 20 years ago
after sitting at a Fifth Maine pancake
breakfast with one of the lady elders.
She said, 'Dcaric, we used to paint and
hang our work on old slats on the back

Watercolor by Scott Kelly.
porch here.' I decided, well, let's bring
it back."
The Fifth Maine's museum director,
Kim .Maclsa,ic, confirmed rhere was
an an association very active in the
'60s, '70s, and '80s, "Marion Litchfield,
Dorothea Kennedy, Jessie Trefethen,
J\nsel Sterling, Claude Montgomery,
I can't remember all their names,"
she said. "Sister Anna Augusta gave
painting lessons. Many o( them are
gone now. The Peaks Island ,\ rtiscs
Association had a gallery space where
the Peaks Cafe is now."
Claudia Whitman, a mixed media
anise, opened the Hardware Gallery
in 1991, with Kath leen Beecher in
the building then known as the Peaks
Island Mercancile, next co Brad's Bike
Shop. " \Xie d id tbat for three years.
But l got tired of being inside all
summer," said Claudia. Jane Banguer,
printmaker and painter, said, " T'd go
to the post office and then h ang out
at the Hardware Gallery. Karhleen
always had a poc bf coffee. :\>!any 'bf us
convened there lacer in the afternoon."
After that closed, the imperus to keep
showing sparked a hand ful of artisrs Monica Dominak, Karen Friedman,
Kevin Hawkes, Martha Daligan, and
Norm Proulx - ro open the Peaks
lsland Gallery, coincidentally locared
in t he same space once occupied

illustration · graphic design · fun fi11.e art
' ·logos • identities • print· packaging
·'
unique home furniture • personal commissioned
gifts
I ;

photo by]a111ie Hogan

that turned out on a recent Wednesday
eYcning for the opening of the show.
I le said, "The. mood has definitely
li fted. People just can't not spend
moner forever. !e's like they are waking
up, and out looking and keeping
track of arr," When asked what he
was working on now, he quipped,
"laundry," In fact, be is doing smaller
works pairing his monumental birds
wirh backgrounds o f Monhegan,
referenced by his collection of vintage
postcards from 1905. The posccard
scenes were photographed br Samuel
Triscott, a watercolorist.
" He fled 10 ~lonhcgan after a
devastating Joye affair a n d led
a hermetic life, paint ing and
photographing," said Scott. "He died
the same day as his contcmporary,John
Singer Sargent, who was mourned by
millions, whileTriscott djed unfamous
in his island cabin. But he wanced it
that\Vlly."
Triscott sold bis pbot0graphs to
postcard companies who sent them
co be hand-colored in Germany,
with brighter-than-life colors for
tourist appeal. Scott finds replicaring
these scenes as backgrounds adds an
uemotional conrcxt" for him, since
his wife Gail's family of TrefeLhens
once owned Monhegan. They rernrn
every summer, renting a cottage from
a Brackett who is a "nor-that-d isrant

by the former Peaks Island Artists
J\ssOcllltion. ;\lonica said, "We did it
all on a shoestring. I used my SawsAII
to make a desk. We painted the floors,
and voila, had a gallery. Claudia
Whitman, Suzanne Parron, and Jane
Banquer wece also members."
Claudia said, "We're like musicians in
a band. We keep regrouping."
The Peaks Island Gallery closed after
two seasons when the building was
sold. In 2003, Jane Newkirk, a srained cousin."
glass artist, sought other island artists
Scon and wifo were unaware of the
while managing the Take a Peak shop, Trefethen connecrion co Peaks Island
offering consignment sales. She then unti l moving here, arrivmg at a full
opened the Gem Gallery with Kristen circle. Those who exhibir at the Arc
Chalmers in 2004. Jane Newkirk left on the Porch, the Gem Gallery, and
Peaks rwo years ago, but the Gem t he Art Wa lks also represent II long
(www.peaksislandart.blogspoc.com) line of artists gathering. as they do
remains an active studio, with weekly on orher shores, 10 make visible their
shows all summer. Island artists have connections to place, to each' other,
also fostered v isibility in other ways, r.o Maine and its magnetic "culture of
with the Art Walks (www.peaksisland- summer."
artwalks.org), exhibits ac the TEIA and
Art on the Porch, impromptu '
- "
open .studios, and galleries off~''
island.
Score Kelley (www .
~
scottkelleysmdio.com) is a Peaks
Tsland artist who doesn'r show at
any island venues. He is perhaps
the most invisible, yet most
famous.
"I like to say reclusive, but
T im Nihoff says l'm smart,"
he laughed, His enormous,
dec.~iled watercolor p aintings
of birds have earned him
a national reputarion, with
collectors wailing in line.
"Peaks gives me the time
co focus. I gave up my studio
in town. I love nor having to
leave the island," said Scott.
He is cuncntly feat ured in
a group show, "The Art of
Monhegan" at t he Dowling
Walsh Qallcrr in Rockland
(www.dowlingwalsh.com). Porcrait of Scott Kelly, photographed by
He was shocked by the mobs Victor Romanyshyn.

·r~-----

Andrea Davis
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Experience my Art & Gifts
GEM Gallery / Eli Phant / www.timnihoff.com / www.peaksisland-artwalks.org

207.766.5960

I

www.timnihoff.com

I

tim@ timnihoff.com

941.961.8934 cell peaksbeads@~mail.com
10 Island Avenue Peaks Island, .Maine 0-i l 08
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If somebody is very - what's the
word? - uncomfortable I g uess with
reading about violence then they're not
going to want to read it. One woman
who I know and like and respect said,
'I read the prologue and it scared me to
death. I couldn't go any further.' The
book is not for her.

TheCutting
An interview with
novelistJim Hayman

How /011g ba11tyou been 1110rkinJ1, 011 book
two now?

BYKEVINATTRA

In Jim H ayman's debut thril ler
"The Cutting" a surgically-minded
serial killer murders his victims usually healthy, attractive women - by
removing their hearts while they're still
alive. Not only does he derive pleasure
from this sadistic t0rture, he also
makes millions selling the fresh organs
in a black market heart craosplam
scheme.
"There have been a lot of stories
about illegal transplant schemes," said
Hayman, a former creative director
at the ad agency, Young & Rubican in
'ew York City, and now a resident of
Peaks Island, "but only a few - and
there h>'-e been a few - about illegal
heart transplants.
"It's really, literally, the first rime I've
ever really written fiction in my life, I
mean, other than ads '" he said "A lot
of people consider advertising fiction."
"The Cutting", published by St.
.Martin's Press, was released to m ixed
reviews on June 26, and selected for
the July '09 American Booksellers
Association's "lndieNext Great Reads
List". It was criticized by Publisher's
Weekly for revealing the murderer's
identity right away and for having
unoriginal characters.
As I-layman explained, "If you look
at what's being sold in mystery and
ch_riller writing right now, everybody
mes for.some wacky, strange rhing
... rhere's practically nothing Jeft
unless )'OU want to make your hero
a rransgeoder, Siberian dwarf. I just
thought that was silly, and I went for
classic stereotyping: an Irish cop who
drinks coo much."
lo mid-May, I spoke with him about
the book and about writing:

.

Doyou thinkJ'fJlff ad11trlisinJ1, hackgro11nd
prepared.JO"forwriting?
I t_h ink it prepares you really well,
pamcularly, for genre fiction, mysteries
and thrillers. It teaches you to write
tight. Jf you look at a 60-second TV
commercial, you have a maximum
of 120 words to tell a story. It teaches
you about dialogue, because you write
dialogue in television. It teaches you to
sort of cry to build intrigue co a story
to keep listen_ers involved. Also, if rou
look at the ltst of successful thriller
writers, there are a hell of a lot of exadvertising copywriters.

Is dialogue the thi11gyou like to work on
best?

I'":l a natural dialogue writer, and

I thin~ _chat grows out of being an
adverttsmg wmer. I mean I think in
dialogue. I also think cin'ematically,
which grows out of the advertising
experience. I think in terms of shots
and how things will look. I have
relatively little physical description of
a landscape, b ut when I do it's done
with, you k now, a camera in mind if
you will.
'

Do you ban writen thatyo" e111J1!ate or
adf!tire, or whoyou tonsidtr011 injl,1tna?
Yc2h, probably the two my books

AurhorJim Hayman at home-

staffphoto

are most obviously similar to: a guy it's a?out death and dying, and all
named l.\1ichael Connelly [whose] hero the different ways you can die. It had
is a guy named Hieronymus Bosch one section in which it talked about
who's a detective on the LAPD. He's transplant operations .. . This got me
,•ery, very popular and is one of rhe to thinking. So, l made that son of the
mosc successful thriller writers in the plot device, and 1 think it works fine.
It's certainly not the firsr time it's been
business.
And the ocher one is a Scottish writer done in a thriller, bm I don't think that
by the name of Jan Rankin, who writes really mattecs. I do it differently.
polic~ books about a Scottish cop
ll?hat is Jo11r appft)(lth to viole11a, your
1n Ed10burgh called Jon Rebus, and
Rebus 1s sorr of like my character as fleli11gs abo11t it?
Well, violence is pan o f the genre. I
well. They're both kind of dark, they
think "The Cutting" is probably more
both probably drink too much.
v10lenc than book number two will
117hat infl~nadyou to 111alu this .I/ory, The be, but the character I created as the
villain, Lucas Kane, is a p s)1:hopatbic,
C,rtting?
Actually, I started with the character sexual sadist. He's really rightouc there,
[McCabe]. What I think makes it a nd so he takes pleasure in violence.
That is why t he book is, l think,
work - and 1 think what makes John
Rebus work, aod T th ink what makes legitimately as violent as it is. I think
Harry Bosch work and a lot of other chac'II probably turn some readers off
successful characters - if you write a but his modus operandi, his who!~
character as a real person, if he comes being, is abom getting pleasure from
across as a whole human being rather being violent, violent in chose vile
than a cardboard cutout, that's what ways.
I think it fit the character.
makes the character work.
l t h ink, from people who've
I g11er1 what /'111 getting at is yo11 do11't
responded to the book, people who've
read it - and l\•e had a loc of readers shy oWf!Jfro111 it, 011d a/JOyo,, don~ seem to
- that seems to be a common feedback 111oraliZ! about it mo ,1111dJ i11 the book eitlxr.
l don't think an author's place is
that I get. They like McCabe, he's a n
interesting, complex, real character to moralize. Tf you look at the film
who's got real human problems they that won t he Academy Award lase
can relate to. I me.a n, the whole bit with year ... No Count.ry for Old Men was
his wife and the daughter, his concern one of the
most v iolent
about probably drinking coo much.
When I had the character p retty books I've
much set in my mind I started loolung ever read. It's
for a plotline for che story. I read a more violent
book called "Stiffs" by Mary Roach than "The
which is about dead people, I mea,~ Cutting".

About a year. I started it last June
so just under a year. Had a few fals;
starts on the plot, ;ou know, stop-scare,
stop-stare. I wasn't quite sure where I
wanted to take it. It's a more complex
plot than book one.
Book one was pretty much straight
on: we had a nasty guy who k illed
p eople, and we had co find him.
Herc, the motives are much more
complicated, and there are a !or more
potential suspects. It'll be more of a
who-done-it.
[Sc,Martio's] bought the rwo books,
so 1t s already sold. In face l just got
feedback in the beginning of the week
from my editor in New York. I sent in
the 260 pages just in case he'd bate ic.
I'~ like tO know early, but, happily, he
said he loved it.

Do _yo11 have a p11rpo1e outside of
enfdlai11111t11t with these book1?
Sure, I wam to make them as good
books as I can. T want to wrice them
as well as I can, I want to make them
as worthwhile as I can, as pieces
of ltterature e,•en though they are
genre [iction. But they're mostl y
encertatnmcnt, and I recognize that,
but I don't want to whip off just
anything chat l think people would
read.
A _lot of writers, it's a moneymaking
b ustness and they don'1 consider it
aoythjng other than t hat. I haven't
gotten co that league yet. It's a long way
from first debut novel co making a lot
of money out of this stuff.
,so _that's _the_story of"The Cutting".
Im hke Alice 10 Wonderland. It's like:
Huh? What am I doing here?
For more information about the
author and the novel, visit the website:

1J1WWjame.shf!ymantbrillm.ttJm
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Looking for my
Parachute

Part3

mar

Finding the Center and
FindingYour Mission
BYJO ISRAELSON

Some people are born knowing
what they want to do in life. Their
skills may be so specific and directly
applicable, they just seem to find
their niche early. Somenmes they
are consumed by an early passion. I
have one friend who has always loved
trains. As a child, he greeted arriving
trains that passed through town,
collected model trains and created
a museum with fellow railroad
enthusiasts. He has worked for the
CSX Corporation since graduating
from college.
There are others who literally
"fall" into their life mission. Greg
Mortenson, author of "Three Cups
ofTea", promises to build a school for
the children ofthe village that rescued
him when he got lost on his descent
of K2. As of 2009, Mortenson has
established over 90 schools in rural
Pakist.a n and Afghanistan,
Last month your homework was
to "Grow Your Flower" by creating
a petal for each of these categories
and writing down your responses:
favorite fields of knowledge or
expertise, where you would most
like to live, choice salary and level
of responsibility, favorite working
conditions, values and goals, and
people to work with or serve.
Filling in the "petals• on our one
piece ofpaper as the blueprint for our
job search is a challenge; however,
identifying the core skills that we
want to use in our next career and
what we want to accomplish with
those talents often seems impossible.
Allowing ourselves to dream is not
only daunting, but as a friend said,
"downright scary." However, if the
goal is to be true to our talents and
to clarify our life's mission, we must
learn to think outside the proverbial

box.

Dreaming
Brainstorming - allowing time_to
imagine and dream - when womed
about paying this month's bills can
seem like a waste ?f t)me. Spen~ing
15 minutes a day th mki ng and wntmg
about the "possible" can go a long way
towards opening up your eyes to ~ew
options. On the other hand, usm~
the same amount of time "worrying
changes nothing and creates more
anxiety. I have a friend who now
shares the worrying with her business
partner. T hey specify whose weekend
it is to worry; while one worries, the
other has fun and thinks of other
options to increase business.

Being Open to the Happy
Accident
Because I amstillsrrugglingto fill in
that one piece of paper; I interviewed
folks who seemed to be finding their
way along the employment path - not

your three most preferred skills and
interests from the list, and asking at
least five friends, family members or
professionals what career fields they
suggest. When you feel you have
enough ideas, study them. Something
click.
l not, it's critical to consider that
we are talking about your life, not
just your work life. It might be that
t he values we want to advocate and
the expertise we want to share can be
cultivated outside of paid work.
The author of the book, "Do What
You Love and the Money Will
Follow", maintains that performing
one's life mission for no remuneration
may be the path you will follow, but it
is still important to follow that path.
Consider these last two questions:
What values do you want your life to
serve? What knowledge and skills do
you already have that you'd like to use
in your life and work? Whatever they
are, prioritize them. You're looking
for a thread ofclarity that ties all these
mission-related dreams together. If
you arc still unclear, you may need
some professional assistance, or to
start the process again.
Or maybe you just need more
incubation time. I seem to.

Jllusrrufon by Tim Nihoff

just employment but also enjoyment.
Sometimes their "aha!' moment
was totally serendipitous, other times
a bolt from the blue. Many times, it
was the ability to let go of one way of
thinking and allow room for other
options and opportunities.

t(0no11z- not to have a/Iyour eggs in OTlt
basket.

Dreaming is a chance to forge
innovative linkages between old skills
Last Words
and expertise, and new possibilities
and options. Jr doesn't mean you will
Bolles suggests that, while you are
necessarily select one of these ideas searching for work, get more sleep,
Story 11 "J was out of work. To fill as your next career path, but it may drink more water, and exercise daily.
my days, I spent a lot oftime walling open you up to options you never Since I am still\Seeking my mission,
around town and realized that was considered.
I will continue 'to work through t he
something I liked to do, so I decided lo
chapters of his book, to dream when
start a "Personal Delivery Service.' I
Finding the Center
Tsleep, and while on Peaks Island, to
made a small sign and attached it to a
walk its p erimeter daily.
back. pack ftame and made the roundr of The process author Richard Bolles' -And (1 have discovered) J like to
all the small lmsinesw on Main Street. ("What Color is Your Parachute?·) i nten<iew people and record and share
I always brought coffee and mu/Tinr as advises involves making Jong lists my thoughts in writing, so m~qe
011 opener to my pitch. Gradually, I got and brainstorming, then taking the
there is another article formrng,
more callsfar deliveries - notfor pers011-5. t ime to clarify and prioritize tbose or maybe this is the beginning of
m-ands - butfar the muffinr. Soon, "')' answers that are most important to ~ deftning my new mission. Either way,
girlfriend and I had so many muffin you. To complete the center of the as Mary Mayo's dad advised her when
orders, we o~ned a diner. And the rest, flower, you will focus on your favorite she was starting her first job search:
as they say, ir history.•
skills (see the Pink Pages of his book Just do SOMETHING!
for 20 pages of transferable skills),
Story 2: "One night, I was relaxing prioritizing the ones you want to use
in a hot tub with somefrim.ds, enjoying in your next career.
- - - -- - - --- - - - - - , . - - - - - - - ,
the starr and bemoan mg the fact I hail
At this point, your
not found the job that matched my flower is complete. The
(1'iteria: ehallenging, fit my knowledge petals are filled in and
Painting / Carpentry
base, alwwed time to be with myfamily, the center reflects your
walkable ftom the boat to the offi<t. priorities. If you are
My ftiend suggested I pu_t together my lucky, your mission will
resume, arrange {or an rnfom,ahonal emerge from the center.
Peter "Stack" Stackhouse
interview with llJe ow11er ofa /or.al firm
If not, Bolles
Free Estimates
that she had heardabout at a party.1' did. recommends that
207- 899- 3770
I was hired. It's important to be talking you reexamine the
.1t woa't ·-Spcciab:u..ng in oldeteou:ases lfyou doC1'~
aa:st
to people. Ang yc11 have to be ready to diagram, choosing
talk a'bo11t yourselfand your abilities to
anyone at anytime and anyplace - even
in a hot lllb."

-

Story 3: "I have discovered the st(1'et
far landing the perftdjob: quit! The last
few times!su}11nitted my rerignatum, my
employers refusedto let me leave. Instead,
each ofthem propored to restructure my
position, allowing me to se/ea the parts
ofthejob I liked, and then passed what
was left offto my replacements.
"The result? I now hold SEVENparttime jobs, all ofwhfch are f ascinat!n,g,
flexible, andfun. Its a great way of lije:
I see myrelf as basically self-employed,
but with a rtliable income; I get to work.
a large part from home, and function
primart'ly as a consultant {but I do hOf.Je
to check my schedule every morning to
/mow where I am going).
"Beyond the many benefits of thir
lifastyle, it sure helps - espedally in a bad
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Land preserve's annual meetine is
mainly£un

Tidal energy explored
through MTI grants

harvest levels. The project will benefit
the lobster industr)', which depends on
herring for bait.
" I'm excited that this award will make
chis
projcrt possible," Russell said.
BYKEVINATTRA
According to Russell's office, Ocean
From a press release from State Renewable Powec Company l\laine, LLC,
Rtprtsentahw Dian,Russt?l'soffiu
a n alrcrna<e energy engineering firm
based in Delaware will also rcccivc up
In mid-J une, Representative Diane 10 $806,138 for a tidal energy generator.
Russell, O-Ponland, announced that the O RPC plans 10 build, own and operate a
G ulf o f Maine Research Institute will major tidal energy project at chc Western
receive up to $543,750 for equipment Passage and Cobscook Bar sites to convert
through ,he Maine Technology Asset t idal currents around £astpott into
Fund 10 help measure herring populations clean energy. The power generated wi ll
in Maine's coastal waters. GMR1 will be mtercoonecred to the New England
purchase a cutting-edge acouscic sonar clcctriciry grid through the substation in
system that will give the first accurate Eastport.
assessment of the populanons and allow
The project w ill b e implemented
for informed decisions when setting in phases, according to iofornulion
rr-r.'7'1=-.:r,.-,:-r,771-q,'T"-,,;;==,..,.--,--, on the ORPC website ( =.
ottanren,wablepower.rom). In the
first phase, being fi nanced with
this grant, O RPC will design,
build and test a proprietary
turbine-generator unit deployed
approximately 30 feet underwater
from a barge near Clark's Ledge
on Eastport's eanern shore.
The turbine wi ll be capable of
generating 32 ki lowatts in a
6-knot tidal current, which will
be converted to utility-grade
po-..-er on the barge.
The Ma ine Technology
Asset Fu nd was established
in 2007 by a ,•oter- approved
$50 million bond initiative to
s upport research, development

...
'
BY KEVIN ATTRA

The Peaks Island Land Preserve's annual meeting Tuesday.July 14, s tarted
with cocktails on the deck at the Fifth M aine (above), along with planers of hors
d'oeuvres provided by Peaks Cafe. It then continued inside the museum with a
brief introduction and update about the organization and its 12 properties,
presented by President Garry Fox, followed br a discussion o f the science and
lore of beavers on the island with two biologistS from the Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (see stOf)', page I), and ended with the election of
three new members to PILP's board of d ircciors: Curtis Rindlaub, Robert Walsh
and John Freeman who was also appointed treasurer.
A straw poll was also taken to see if people thought the b eavers should be
forcibly removed &om the island now o r allowed to run wild and leave naturally
of their own accord, and apparently most people thought that would happen
because they voted to leave them alone (Garry said it was unanimous without
and commercialization of bothering to count how many people acrually voted for it). Afterwards, folks went
tech nologies ,hat boost the back outside to the deck for more cocktails. Why does it seem that e,•ery meering
state's economic dcvelopmeoc. this summer invoh·es cocktails on a deck? Who's complaining?

--·-- + ::.-::.:::--,
- I.

It is managed by the Maine
Tech nology Institute, and
recently awarded $25 million to
16 applicants across che state.

Maine Bank & Trust celebrates its first year
on Peaks Island

-

BY UNOA A . MAcMtl.l..AN

2008 Island Phone Directory
Covering 7 Cuco Bay Islands
Available onllne a.t
www.phonebookpubllshlng.oom,
and The Boathouse/Long Island,
Ha.nnlgan's Island Market and
GEM Gallery/Pea.ks. FMI or
wholesa.le opportunltles
call 76&5997.

DISTINCTIVE HOMES FOR DISCERNING PEOPLE

KIRK GOODHUE

A LYCE

A. BAUERLE

LAURIE WILDES

--------

Jill KEEFE

DEB HANNA

PEAKS ISLAND

PORTLAND

LONG ISLAND

•

•
207.775.7253

207.232.0758

207.766.5966

•

WWW.PORTISLAND.COM

The Peaks Island Branch of t he (standing left to r ight) Sam Ladd ,
Maine Bank & Trust celebrated its first president and CEO, and M ike
anniversary in business on Wednesday, Stodda rd, senior vice president of
July 1 at the branch within the lobby community bank ing ; (seated from
of the Inn on Peaks Island. The event left) Alison Schneller, market manager
featured a Customer Appreciation for Peaks Island and Mill Creek, and
Day celebration with the display of the Melissa Childs Nelson, Peaks branch
JD. Po wer and Associates "Highest customer service representative. Also
Customer Satisfaction w ith Retail attending was Linda MacMillan, vice
Banking in the New England Region" president and marketing officer, who
trophy for approximately 50 customers took the phorograph.
Cu stomers enjoyed refreshments
and their cfiildren. Many of chem
commented - " Having the Maine Bank and viewing the J.D. Power Trophy
& Trust Branch here is such a welcome and signage, and participated in a cfoor
prize raffle for several Maine Bank &
convenience to the Islanders!"
Attending from the Bank were Trust imprinted promotional gifts.
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Seeds ofPeace
Camp:Another
Season ofLove
BY STEVE SCHUIT

8c MARSHA GREENBERG

locof money co run a prograrn such as this,
nying kid s an d adu lts from th eir home
coun tries co t he d istant woods of Maine.
O n e m ight consider rhe cost of che 23-fooc
security fence that separates Jsrael fro m
che Wes, Ban k. This recemly-cons<rucced
barrier, running over 400 mjles, cost more
than $2.5 billion.
\Vie might measure success by • scene
at Ben Gurion Airport in Tel Aviv. Two
planes, one filled with kids retur ning

Maine beach conference
examines climate change
Jlecovery from the Patriot's Day storm analyzed
BY KEvlN ATTRA

The theme of the 2009 Ma ine
Beac h es Confe rence, h eld by
Maine Sea Grant at Southern Maine
Commun ity College on Friday, •
-from "Seasons ofLove,• byJonathan Larsen, the musical "Rent" J u li• 10 w•s "Valuing Mai ne's
B each es", though only the sandy
o nes in southern Maine.
" 1 came here willing 10 talk 10 th em, 001 from Seed s of Peace ro lscacl and an other
Accord ing to geologist Peter
live with !hem," said t-bysaa, a Palestinian w ith k ids com i ng home co Palestine S lovi n sky w it h t h e Ma i ne
professor, from a village omsidc of coincid en tally were arriving at the same
Geological Survey five ci t ies
Jumallah in the West Bank. She lll\d just rime. As the planes emptied, their precious
a nd towns help fund a n effort to
been informed that h er roomma,e for the cargo converged in adjoining terminals.
three-week session a, Seeds o f Peace was T he surprised kids ran t o e ach o ther monitor erosion and water quality 11.t
a Jewish Israeli educator who lives 1n one 2nd e mbraced emotionally and joyfu lly. 14 beaches in York, Ogunquit, Wells,
of the contr oversia l Jewish settlements E mp loyees and ocher travelers looked o n Ken neb u nk, K ennebun kpo rt ,
that dot the West Bank. T he firs t of two curiously as P2lestinian 2nd Israeli kids Bidde ford, Saco, Scarb orough, Old
th.rec-week sessio ns intended to b u ild hugged each och er and broke out into t he O rchard Beach and Souch Portland.
The program , be gun in 1999, is a
brid ges o f u n derstan din g berwern Seeds of Peace song.
c
o
llab orative e ffo r t by th e M a ine
n.-prcscmativcs of countries in conflict is
How docs one measure a season of love?
offand running.
Sea G rant, Maine Geological Sur vey
The next morning~ over breakfast,
and the University of Maine 10 srudy
l\la ysaa i n form s Mar sha t hat h er b ed
Man ha & Stew are Peaks ft/and rrsidenls. the Maine seashore in o rder to better
frame needs repairing . .,By-the-way," she Martha 111a11aJP Thr Grunshoe Group a human protect and m aintain it as one of
offers, strictly as an aside, "my roommate nso11ru tonsulkJnty. This is her third ·' '""'"" al tht statt,s definitive natural and
Charles Colgan, a profusor of public policy
is OK."
Seeds o/Peace. Steve is P.xe(l(tivt Direrror o/the economic resources.
at the University of Southern Maine, points
It's another yea r, a not h er season lmtihllefor O,.ic uadmhip. He has worked al
Each month, volunteers m e,isure to the bead, durmg a.n interview with MBPN
of peace-build ing 21 Seeds of Peace the tamp far .ri.'< ofthe past.,,...,,yars. Tn rtad t he elevation of these beaebcs a t correspondent Tom Porter on the SMCC
International Peace Camp in Otisfield an article on thr Jsraeli-Palutinian ronf/itt mil
ca.m pus while on a break from the conference.
Maine. This community of global citizens http://prt11herald.111aint1oday.rom/in1ight/ shore inter vals along lines called
staffpboto
u ansects tllltt extend from the low
works its curious and persistent magic storirs/070422isrmlhtml
tid e line to rbe dune region,
the storm. Most scored wel l: the best
based on t he premise that co-existence
oftCll
spanning
hun
dreds
of
feet,
was
Wells with an A, t he wom was Ferry
and dialogue are more likely to bring peace
in
order
to
develop
a
profile
of
Beach,
C-. The reasons for the differences
and understanding th an threats, tanks and
the
beach,
which
is
used
to
track
were
inconsistent;
in some cases particular
killing fields.
the
movement
of
the
sand.
ocean
currents
were
posired , in 0thers rhe
There are 140 kids fro m Pakistan,
Tn addition , 62 beaches in da(a was consiJered suspect.
India, Eio'Pt. Afghanistan, Israel,Jordan,
:-.Jaine are monitored for the
Palestine and the U.S. Add another
The Patriot's Day srorm was described
14 adults from thos.c same cou ntries,
presence of fecal bacteria, as 2 harbinger of t.hings co come chanks
adu lts who arc respon sible fo r safely
t11Jtrocoui, by Maine Healthy to g lobal warmi ng a nd sea )e,•cl rise.
escorting those kids to the United States,
Beaches. Program coordinator Professor Charles Colgan, wbo specializes
and you have a session ac Seeds of Peace.
Keri Lindberg presented a n nual 111 public policy and pl anning at the
The kids' program occupies one s.tde of
average tesr resu lcs for the Universit y o f Southern Maine, used a
the camp an d looks remarkably similar to
bacteria taken over the last four r ecen t storm that p lowed a channel
any other overnight camp. Woven in with
co seven years. depending o n the t h rough Cape Cod from the Atlantic
arhletics, arts, and t he waterfro nt arc the
beach, which showed dour most Ocean to the bay as an example of an
2lmost d2ily dialogue sessions chat enable
problematic areas arc w here exuemely rare e,·ent that, "far from being
these mostly 1-1-year-olds to con from , heir
fresh water meets the shoreline." a n aberration, it is a portent of things to
assumptions 2nd fears and also to discoYer
a~
she put it.
come."
cheir common bounds.
For
example,
srudics
Colgan predicted with some uncertainty
The adults, known as delegation leaders,
conducted
at
Crescent
Beach
..
an
chat
homes and businesses will be
reside on the other side of the camp
i.solaccd state park, found only damaged by severe weather occurring
and experience their own co-existence
low annual averages less than more frequently than ever, and noted
pcogram Visitors who come to the <:;tmp
and wirne-ss these- so-called "enemies'·
IS colonies pet millilncr of water that iosu.rance companies are increasingly
workmg hard to understand each other
(col/ IOOmL) - whereas for sncs backing away from covering waterfront
or walking h and-111-hand, are invariably
like G oochs Beach at the mouth property. "Essentially, the fede ral
moved, sometimes tO the potnt of tc..-a.rs.
Camper, await the flag raising ceremony that of the Kennebunk Rtvcr, some government is tbe ultimate backstop for
We arc freque ntly asked bow Seeds of opens each session.
results h,t the U.S.EPA limit of disasters," be concluded.
photoprovid<d by Sw ,, Sebuit 35 col/100 mL, which means the
Peace measures success. A ftcr all, jr costs a
Richard L i nzden , a professor of
monthly counts often exceeded it.
atmospheric science at MlT with a l ist
Robert Varne)\ former admi n1strat0r of credentials as long aod tedious as th e
with the U.S. EPJ\ for the New England movie Reds, disputed the existen ce of
rcg10n, said that through the Amcncan global warming. He clai med tha t the
Recovery a nd Reinvestment Act 0.8 degree rise in temperature over th e last
$30 million has been prop osed to fund century is insignificant compared to daily
23 water p ollu tion control projects in f11JCtu2Iioos (even tho ugh the comparison
Mame, including Portland ($3 million), is scientifically meaningless) and was not
South Por tland ($12.1 mill ion) and concerned rhat nearly half the increase is
Biddeford ($3 million).
anribured co CO2 emissions occurring in
But the cost to properly control storm t he lase 50 years.
wa ter r u noff fro m local streets and
According ro a s tatement by t he
b u ildi ngs, w hich Varney said impact I nre rgovern mental Panel on Cli mate
beaches th e most, he thought was closer Change, "there are always extremes of hot
co S300 million. "Not just the i,ew and cold, although t heir frequenc y a n d
develop ments - t hat's the easy p2rt ," he intensity change as climate chang es. But
said, "I t's the existing cle,,eJopmCllt chat's when weather is averaged over space and
going to take a collaborative effori."
t ime, the fac t that the globe is warmin g
This year, the main topic at the emerges clearly from th e data."
conference w-as recovery o f sand to t he
"B each nou rtsh mcnt" • t he active
beaches a fter damage from the April 2007 imp ortation of sand to rebuild d unes and
P2criot's Day st0rm , and each was g raded stabilize them with plantings- may be the
o n how clo sely it ma tched its profile before next topic at ch e biennial conference.

"How do your measure a year in the life?
How about love? Seasons oflove."
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518-0000

For all your transportation needs
on Peaks Island
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ALetter from Iran

Summer Peq_ple Bring Mor e than Just
Money to Peal<s, Portland, and the State

{Ed. Note: This leM,r came to usJune JOfrom afritnd fJia ha Hunter College ne/wQrk,
written by afl/l()W Hunter College alumnus who wish,s to remain anonymous. The "Basij"
BYZACHARYBAROWrrz
deuribufit1 the email art a paramilitarywlunteer militiafo1111ded in 1979 by the Ayatollah
Khomeini, and operate similar to plain clothes paliu, 11nder !ht direr/ion efthe Iranian
Sununer time: crowds. Crowded stores, crowded streets, crowded bars, crowded
Rroolutionary Guard. Ourfriend 1urole: "Read and pan ot1 whm you can - it is a wry festivals, and crowded restaunmts. Thank god.
penonal acco11t1t ofwhat Tran is lih i11 l<rms ofpalitual reprenion -from an imider. Hope
Yeah, we all know about the economic impact, but is it possible to look at summer
all is well. j
visitors as people who make a real contribution to the cultural and civic life of the area
and not just as walking dollar bills?
(My other email is down by the government, hence l have been able to back into Tourists support the artistic and cultural institutions that allow many places to
this unsuspecting email account.)
operate on a full-time basis. Summer people forge friendships with locals and are a
Things are turning very violent here for Iranians - last night at least 90 were killed welcome addition to social circles; they bring news and trends from afar updating us
and many hundreds others injured (a,; I write this, reports are coming in that it is in on what is going on that is new and good; they can bring urbanity and sophistication,
fact more than 150 from yesterday alone killed - putting in the total in at least the and the summer population is a great recruiting ground for new M:tincrs as young
many hundreds over the past nine days). As fate would have it, Neda, aged 22, was people and others move away. Besides, it is not like it is impossible to find a qu iet spot,
an employee at the travel agency who had booked our trip to Mashad for yesterday. table, or street anywhere come summertime.
We decided to forgo the trip for safety, and she was killed by Basij yesterday. Today,· While it is a colorful Yankee stereotype to think of anyone of less than four
without knowing it, when picking up refund for the trip, all of the employees were generations as a newcomer, it is unpleasant to be discriminated ag:tinst.
dressed in black, as arc many who take to the streets today to mourn her and the scores
l recall th is attitude from back in the late 1970s, back when Peaks Island was
of others killed yesterday- certainly many will be killed today as well.
nicknamed welfare island (welfare cases and families dispossessed by the Fr,mklin
There are vast first hand accountS of many of the storm troopers, et al, bcing from Street urban renewal project were dumped on Peaks, whose n:sort heyday had long
other countries ouiside oflran speaking Arabic - certainly some groups rely on the since peaked after a fire and the military occupation during Vv'WII). My family and
oil profits of Iranian {sit} for their own operations and even their security is at stake friends would hear things like: "l'm happy to be selling my old fridge to a family rather
in this shake-up. There is information, misinformation, and disinformation so take than to some people from New York: Less subtly, people would unwittingly murmur
what you will, but too many fust hand reports usually add up to some sort of tnith.
"Damn New York Jews or kids might shout "Summer Sucks!" as they chased me on
lt is no joke that communication is down and that what goes in/out is being tracked. my bicycle.
.
. .
.
.
I have been followed by secret service. I cannot post to biogs for fear of safety to for better or worse Peaks has genmfied, a?~ the s1rrul~r soc,~-econom,c classes
others. Facebook and Twitter does not work within lran - it has not for more than of v1s1tors and year-rou nders ease the possibility for friendships, romance, and
one week - all rally communication takes place via mobile and, more importantly, face interes6ng_ conversations around the bar. Unfortunately, open hostility to summer
to face. International telephone calls do not come in; mobiles are cut between 4 p.m. people is still all too common,_ ev.:n a~ong transplan~s.
and 5 p.m. each day until midnight; SMS {text messagit1g} are out; TV channels are Late las~ sprmg, I was wa1t111g while passeog_ers disembarked from a Peaks ~sland
sent parasites so that each night searching for a different satellite takes place-to find ferry. Bes,d~ me was an islander remarking mto he~ cell phon~ _that she d,d not
channels (while r have written this, VOA has just been Jost; we were able to find it last reco~ruze a single person among the crowd, when she j 1d see a familiar face she called
night after one. week).
out: You are the only person J recog017,.e on this boat.
.
Most of the journalists who are reporting are not here and seem co not be speaking Perhaps the most notorious aspect ~f summer time on Peaks Island 1s the sunto people who arc experiencing these events (as I write this the BBC correspondent baked, _and booze-soaked Jones Land,~g parry known as Reggae Su nday. People
has been ordered to leave the country). The TV "experts" on the BBC, CNN and complain of the crowds on the boats(advice: push your way to the front to ensure that
Al Jazeera are, for the most part, completely out of touch with the facts: this is way yoO
u gethon), the nhoISde, anthd the ddsebafcucheryC.
B L'
b (
.
h
1
d
d
R-,
,
.
M
f
h
"
'
n t e ot1ier an , e crow orce asco ay mes to run a 115
: p.m. oat my
beyon d Ah ma d,, t e supreme ea er an .usan1an1. any o t e western press
h'
th aff d
h · h · I ch I
d
bli d
d
O ~ thor gher
<>rc,just as out of touch. I recommend the Guardian from tl1e UK if you must read s>":'pa~ ies tob e_st
) ~n ~~
miss t CJ rduf.n ,our_ an
sometning. This~ut the JR {Iranian Rroolution} and the people at this point.
oudobrl rown
d agt. 1t! ' a(ban sud 1 eb e yeknar roun lerryhservice.. e mf~Osic, aLot 0 ~.
l
.
~·:asor ttu
.
. . .
au I c an repe 11ve n s 11avc cen · own 1op ayt ree vers,ons o
ne vein
can sttllg~ to select arcas_o. t S'Vlloteity, ~ gQ_m d,sguISC: You may sec the st0rm a set), is not totally unpleasant at a distance. Mostattendees don't venture the hundred
troopers on bikes, et al, ~ t It 1s always the plains clothes Bas,J .who are to be feared - feet past the ferry landing, and l'm neither a temperance advocate nor a moralist so I
they are free _to shoot to kill, free.to beat to pulps with ~o repnsal from governme~t. don't mind if people get drunk and show some skin.
Tbey arc stattoned on most street corners, even tens ofkllometcrs away from the main
One can argue that it all comes down to economics, but while it is true that cash is
rally avenue.
. .
.
.
. the currency of society l'd like to think that there is mort to it than that. And while
This 1s a very serious ,ssue and what amazes lrarnans the most 1s that the UN 1s J'm as mercenary as the next person good weather is one thing that I don't mind
completely silent on this issue, with Western governments still speaki ng too sharing.
'
diplomatically, although thankfully Merkel has come out the boldest as ofnow.
Zacl,aryBarowitz.com
At this point, the people who are going out - who arc children, young adults and
people in their 60s and 70s - are leaderless. It does not matter what Mousavi does at
this point; it goes well beyond him, and has since Friday. Although thousands and
thousands went out yesterday, there is a very high percentage that one will be killed or
gravdy injured.
Tt does not matter. These people arc willing to die for the cause. I have never
experienced such a movement in my life, beginning well before the election, to last
week's rallies, to Friday's speech advocating for destruction, to yesterday and today.
There simply are too few people from my country and too few people who look like
myself for me to write more without causing potential harm, arrest and death so with
this 1 end this letter. Rest assured that the rallies will continue until the change that
they demand happens. There arc too many millions to be killed for it not to stop.
Please post to NYPL, IMA, Facebook, Grad Center, Columbia, list serves,
forward, etc. - please do not include my name until l've returned, which should be on
Saturday, unless the authorities ban air travel, which is a strong possibil ity. during the
prior revolution, it was closed down for three years. All my other contacts are in my
other emaH application hence this can only be sent to a select few people.
Yours,
[The authorreturmdsaftly fo New York in mid-July}
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COMlVIUNITY NOTES
The Gem su.M.,IBR iioo<J s11ow
:;('TIROl'LE: 7/30-8/5: Carol Cartier,
multi media; 8/6-8/19: Norm Proulx and
Claudia Vl/hitman, multi media; 8/209/2: Pam Will iamson, Rick Boyd and
Jane Banquer, pottery, prints, painting,
FALL 2009 SHO\V SCHEDULE:
9/3-9/9: l,avendier-Myers, painting;
10/9-10/15: Suzanne Parrott, fibre arts.
The artist/craftsperson cooperative
includes over 25 year-round and sea.sonal
individuals in the varied media of
painting, drawing, sculpture, pottery,
Jewelry, photography, printmaking,
assemblage, fiber arts and writing. The
gallery mission is to "share and sell fine
art and contemporary crafts and to reach
out and create an inviting, professional,
friendly space that shares, educates, and
celebrates art." Solo and small group
exhibitions change weekly and bi-weekly
from June through October with larger
themed member shows off-season and
a holiday sale each year. Please call the
gallery at 5600 for more information.

S11u.uner 2009 Saturday
.U't \\'a I ks The final art walk ls
scheduled for Saturday, Aug. 29. The
summer, island-wide Saturday Art
\Valk continues this month, offering
the opportunity to view, discuss and buy
work from island artists in the spaces
where they produce work. This year
wc arc expanding the experience from
visual artists to include books as well as
framed, flat, freestanding and wearable
stuff. Dining is also available at sponsor
restaurants, The Cockeyed Cull and the
Inn on Peaks Island. Information can be
viewed and reviewed on posters, flyers
and monthly changing maps orat: 'WWW.
paksisfand-artwalks.orgl.
2009 Participa ting Artists: Peg
Astarita: potter; Jane Banquer:
printmaker, painter; Rick Boyd &
Pamela Williamson, potters; Paul
Brahms: painter; Carol Cartier: fibre
and multimedia artist; Cole Caswell:
photographer; Andrea Davis: beader;
Jessica George: pain ter; Lavendicr
Myers: painter; Martha Morris-Gibson:
basket maker; Eleanor Morse: author;
Tim Nihoff: multimedia artist; Norm
Proulx: painter; Kathie Schneider:
photographer; Victor Romanyshyn:
photographer; Michael Smith, painter;
Betsy Stout: beader; Celia Strickler:
jeweler;John Moncure Wetterau, author;
Claudia Whitman: multimedia artist.

The Dodwell: GO FISH -

Peaks l <,}and Fund Grant Awards What would you do ifyou
found S40, 000? For the past two years the Peaks Island Fund has experienced
that sensation thanks to the generosity ofisland residents and friends.
This year PIF, with the help of the Maine Community Foundation, will
consider 17 applications for grants requesting a toral of $57,000 in support.
Choosing how to use this "found money" requires much consideration and
judgment on how best to apply funds where they can do the greatest good.
Decisions will try to respond to the emerging needs of the island and inspire
more Peaks Islanders to get involved with this community-wide effort so that
we can meet all future needs.
The Peaks Island Fund and the Maine Community Foundation are public
trusts that connect people who care with the causes that matter on Peaks Island,
providing lots of ways for generous donors to effectively invest their assets close
to home and respond to the emerging needs ofthis community and its neighbors
in Casco Bay.
Whether you believe that Peaks Island should be an independent town or
part of the City of Portland, one thing we should all agree on is the need to
be autonomous, to stand on our own financially whenever and wherever it is
deemed essential to do <o by the members of this community. Your investment
in an island endowment gets Peaks Island closer to that financial autonomy.
The more islanders get involved, the stronger the endowment becomes; like a
community chest, it is too important for anyone to say, "Oh, I can't afford 10 do
that." Others will not take care ofit for you without your hdp.
The vast majority of American charity is actually the sum of lots of small
individual gifts. According to the Giving USA Foundation (www.givingusa.
org), private individual contributions accounted for about 75 percent ofthe S290
billion in charitable giving in 2006, or more than $217 billion. They add up.
If you can give SlO, $50 or SIOO to the annual grant fund, your gift is as
important to us as the one for $10,000. You don't have to be a Bill Gates or a
John Rockefeller to make a dilttrcnce. If you can't affi>rd to give cash this year,
you can always affi>rd to put the PJF in your will for the future. Create a place
in your estate plan for 10 percent or 20 percent or 50 pereent, whatever you can
afford to share for Peaks sake.
We thank you for past support and look forward to seeing you when we
announce 2009 gn.nts at the annual meeting on Thursday, Aug. 13 at 6:15 p.m.
at the Zimmerman home. The community is invited.
Arts Weekend and The Long Island
Recreation Dept. Registration required.
Art On Deck, Wednesdays thru
Aug. 26, 10 am to 3 pm. Maggie Carle
opens her stud io to visitors, a rtists, &
stude nts. Reservations required. No
vehicles, please. BYO lunch.
For reservations to all events and
programs, contact Maggie Carle at 7662940 or www.man,ecarle.com,
The Dodwell "Gallery is located
on Gorham Avenue, Long Island,
between the Community Library and
the elementary school, and has featured
over 100 Maine artists from the Casco
Bay islands and other areas. Host of the
annual Long Island Art & Soul Exhibit
and speciaf shows du ring the Wharf
Festival. Open everyday, during library
hours, http://Lihrary.fo11g-island.fih.
me.w. Phone 766-2530.

Show runs thru Labor Day; Greater Addison-"''oolley Redux
Casco Bay Islands A rca community Aug. 7 t.o A\lg. 14, •New Nc-ighbors a.nd OM
artists with a variety of media on the f riend.s",featuringspeeialguestphotognpher
subject of fish in the annual Sum mer Diane Hudson, with pbotognph), paintings,
Exhibit, now in its sixth season . print and mixed m~dia by Bakery Building
Welcoming four new artists to our arlisu and members of the Peregrine Press.
gallery's roster: photographers Anna The Addison Woolley at Studio 203A is
Peplowski of Portland, Laurie de Paolo loc.ated in the Bakery Bllilding at 61 Pleasant
of Cape Elizabeth and May Crasnick Street in the O ld Port. Opening reception
of Peaks Island, with artist Suanne Friday, Aug. 7, as part of the First Friday Art
Walle, from S p.m. to 8 p.m.
Williams-Lindgren ofFreeport.
Loog Island artists include Carolyn Each month a ne" show opens during the
Gaudet, Jennifer \Vood, Laurie Brayley, First Friday Art W,a)k and remains on view
Laurie Wood, Nancy Nobles, Maggie fo r one wtt·k. rrom 1 p.m. to _r; p.m. until
the following Saturd•y. The exhibits are
Carle and Judy Paolini amonKothers.
Our nex t exhih it, ASSO RTED also displayed in our \•irtual gal1cry at WR'W.
TAPESTRIES, will include all forms addison.-oolley.com throughout e.ch month.
of fabric arts, on display from mid- Gallery director. Susan Porter. For more
Septe mbe r to No,,ember. Artists mformation ("Ontact 4 S0-8499.
from the Casco Bay region are invited
to submit up to three pieces of any
ha ndmade fabric a rts, includi ng wall PL'rA-1.EA Loaf & L.ulli•
hangings, furniture covers, home decor, DlllllPl' - Tuesday, Aug. 18, 5 pm 10 7
small rugs, and clothi ng. Resen,ation pm at the Peaks Island Baptist Church.
rcg_uired br. mid-August,
Raffle Drawing Supper" with a menu of
t ·abric Sculptures class Sunday, great food by our local chefs, beverages,
Aug 9, 12 pm to 4 pm, at the Long Island and very special desserts. Adults/S6,
Communit)' Center. S40 fee includes all child ren/S2.50. All proceeds benefit
materials. Sponsored by Maine Fiber PITA&EA.

•

Raffle - drawing Tuesday, Aug. 18;
includes energy audit by ThompsonJohnson, an overnight stay at the Inn
with dinner, and 22 other goods and
services from local businesses and the
commun ity. Judith McAllister has
photos of the prizes and is selling tickets
down front. Call her at 899-9096 or
Cynthia, 766-0067 to purchase tickets £1 !'Cr ticket, three for $5, 10 for $13. All
profits go to providing energy assistance
for homes oo Peaks Isfand.

The Fifth i l aine

Dirtctor/Cur.itor Kim l\·bds.:aac.

Peaks

I sland

Military

Reservation Tour Saturday Aug.

I~.

10am. During WWII Peaks Island played•
cntical role m the defens, of Portland harbor
and Ca:o.c;o Ray. ~Lroll tluouj!:h lhc forn\t~r
co.utal anilJen bue with Fifth Maine

Dncctor/Curator Kim \.lacl~aac a,; vo\lr
guidt•, l his two hour \, alking 1ourconcfudeli.
with light refre)hments .at Batter) Steele.
Limitrd to JO partkipant,, ~20 1)C'r pt'N-()n.

Toresene a.eotcall: 207-766-3330
Pancake Breakfast Sunday Aug. 26,
Sam toll am, S6aduhs,$4childn•nundt.•r l2.

Enjoy a delicious bre•kfast buffei of eggs,
pancakes, C.-inadhm bac:-on , bean-.. fruit.
juice, coffee and more sen·ed in our sea.side-

<lin.iug room or on the "eun<la.

'11he Eigbth :\lainr

is a
living museum and lodge built in 1891,
proviaing accomodations for individuals
and families. Cook your own meals in
the spacious dining room. Come see
what life was like in the 1890s. Tours
-available on request. for reservations or
more information call 766-5086.

Song,yrjters by t h<' SPn
summer concert series hosted hy local
musician, Phil Daligan, Saturday
evenings at the Fifth Maine. All shows
7:30 p.m to 10 p.m. ;$10 admission.
,\ ng. :?:i: Jud Caswell, m1rional awardwinning Maine song writer; and Rebecca
Katz, lifelong student of language and
song writing and proof that a Master's in
English Literature is no hindrance to an.
8e])t.. 19: Lara Herscovitch, recently
named Connecticut State Troubadour
2009-2010; aod the J oe ladan:,;a Band
rockin' you in the aisles with irrepressible
acoustic frolicking fiddle, stand up bass,
percussion, guitar and vocals. For more
information, call Phil at 766 4421 , or
email; pdaligrU.:n)ultli11e.nrom.

l\Iaryland Sta~ BoychoiI;
Saturday, Aug l, 8 pm a, the Bracker,
Church; no charge, free-wil l offenng
accepted. FMI: call 766-5763.

Art on '['}tjIA S uuJUICl' Annual fair

t h<' Porch Sunday Aug. 9, 9 am to 3 pm.
Annual show M\d sale of works b\· loc.tl .lnists

and craftspeople offering uniq'uc items for

your shopping pleasure. Lunch a\ailable Jrom
the famous Fifth Maine grills and bakers.

Scenes From Our Recent Past
Wednesd•y Aug. 12, 7:30 pm; S5 donation.
The passage of ttme brought many changes
to Peak.~ l!(land after \VWII. Come and

\ieW

these changes as s,en through the lens of the
late pbotognpher and isl,nd resident P,ul
Whitnt")· Narralion provided by Fifth Maioe

and Omncr; Aug. l, open 10 am to 1:30
pm, Enjoy "hot-off-the-grill" hamburgers
and hot dogs, delicious lobster rolls, and
a wonderful sdection of fresh baked
goods. Suoll through a wide s-nrieiy ofgift
tables, try your luck on our many raffle
items, or better yet, place a bid on a silent
auction item. There are garnes and fun (a
moon bounce walk for the kids) and food
for EVERYONE! Fair dinner and live
auction begins at 6pm. Tickets SIS each,
call Stephanie at 766-225-1,
continued nextpo.9e

AUTO & GOLF CART REPAIRS
CARPENTRY
FREIGHT DELIVERY
TOWING ON AND OFF ISLAND
PROPERTY CARETAKING

207.415.4925
anythlng@alfpaulbridgts.com
Online Woli< Order I Quote Request at
www.callpaulbridges.com

CALL PAUL
Call me. I can do anyth1nz •
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Th<> I~ibrary

l<'ir,,t Tu,,,<1 ..ys
Book Oist·1Ls.sio11 in its beautiful summer
setting, the TEIA clubhouse at 7 pm.
Aug. 4: "Loving Frank", a novel about
Frank Loyd Wright by Nancy Horan.
Call (5540) or email p,aks@portland.
lib.nu.us to reserve a book. Please
include your library card number. Book
discussions are joint ly sponsored by
the Friends of the Peaks I sland Branch
Library and the Trefethen-Evergreen
Improvement Assoc. (TEIA). Everyone
is welcome to attend.
Story aud Craft Program, geared for
5-8 year-olds, will continue in August on
Tuesdays at 7 pm sharp! This program,
given by Mrs. Crowley-Rockwell, makes
a nice complement to the Summer
Reading program. Come early and
check out your week's books. In t he
Community Room.
Friends of the Library Annual
Meeting: T uesday, Aug. 18, at 6:45
pm. The program, "Casting Off: Three
Peaks A uthors Launch their Books"
will feature James Hayman (The
Cutting), Christopher Hoppin (Same
Date of Rank) and Catherynne Valente
(Palimpsest).
T he Peaks Island Branch Library
is located at 129 Island Ave. in the
MacVane Commun ity Center. Open
Tuesdays 2 pm to 8 pm, Wednesdays
10 am to 4 pm, Fridays 10 am to
2 pm, and Saturdays 8 a m to NOON.
Phone 5540.

B1·aek<•tt

Church: worsw1,,
Sumlay 10 a.m., includes childcare and
Sunday School. C'hi ldrro's Choir - Most
Tuesdays, 2:40-3:15 p.m., call Mavourn«n
fo r deta il s 899 0108. Leut Study
Grou p, Tb,,.uday< 6 p.m. Wednesday
,'..l!hrtt'nJoutique 3:00 5:00 p.m. at the
_.. churcb rellowship hall. Srriptort' Smcly,
Wednesdays, 10 arn and 7 pm . 'l'aiz~
Pray,•r S,•n·irc - Thursday Evenings 7 p.m. Contemplative , low-key worsh ip
~ candlelight, silenre, pray,·rs, gentle
mu~, ct:um<"nk.al rc.adings. Pnt.JPr
SbawL\fini,trv _
atthe
Church OfficeiParsc>nage, 9 Church ~eet,
call Ann 766-2636 or Rebecca 766-30 17 for
more information. ITc>I)' 'lnnity E11isropal
Ch a p4.)J. senice each Sun<lay at 10: 15 am
through Augusl at Br.ckett Church, OtM'II
llic ,md l~ r t Nit,•, Friday July 17, 7:30
p.m . Contact Bill Hinderer for more info
766-2636.

l">ortland Reerf'ation

First

Monday fun for preschoolers: Every month
in the Community Room. Children must be
accompanied by an adult. Pre.registration
rlot rc<1ui retl hut apprcC'iatcd.

On-going recreational programs for adults:
Mond.iys a.n<l Thursdays, in the community

room: Indoor Walking/ Stretching
Group (wt' stay in!-ide dur ing the winter)

8:15- 9:00•m; Low Impact Aerobic•
with Weighu (weights are provided):
9:.30-10:30 ain. Tuc~day ,lft<'rnoons m the
<·ommuoity room: Ping Po ng (ju~t for
fun, no le.non5/ bcgiooers should contact

Denise): 2:00 -1:00pn,. Tuesday evenings,
Pl school gym: Adult Baskethall , 6:308:00 prn/$2 per night. 'lo progmn during
school vacations, holidays, sdlm,1~ow d,,ys.
For more info, cont.ict Denise M.tc:arona~,
Recreation Programmer, .tl 2970, or e•
m•il: dln1@portlandmaine.9ov. Additional
activitie.,; and updates can be found on island
bulletin board,.

W<,ight Training :

Monday,

and Thursdays from S pm to 6 pm in the
Community Room, with .simplr ankle and
h.and weights for strength training and to

encourage strong hones. Call Rhonda (2483)
for more inform.ttion.

l~EG· TO NA L
United Ma.in<' Craftsmen
A.rte;; aJ.ld Craft.s Fair
T hu rsday, Aug. 13 t hru S unday,
Aug. 16 at the Cumberland Fa irgrounds,
Cumberland Center. Celebrating its 40th
year,thefour-dayCumberlandCraftFair
featu res Maine's finest arts and crafts,
displayed and sold by the artisan. United
Maine Craftsmen remains the largest
craft organization in Maine, providi ng
support to members and q uali ty,
locally-prod uced prod ucts. Patron s
randomly selected at the gate will receive
.

,

.

.

PRESIJMPSCOT

WATER TAXI
DAYTIME RATES

Peaks Island
Little & Great Diamond
Long Is. & Diamond Cove
Cliff & Chebeague Is.

$40
$40
$50
$70

(9PM. 7AM ADD $25)

(207) 879-2562
Frequent Rider Program
Pay for five rides
get your sixth free!

'l'L-LM YELLOWBOAIS
ACHOSS FROl\I CAS0O BAY Ll Nfll'>

PRESUMPSCOTWATERTAXI.COM

.

ce!ebrahong,veaways, mcludrngArtJsan
0o!Jars, craft-filled g ift bags, and more.
For more information, please visit WlVW.

UnitedMnineCraftsmen.com.

1\Iaiue WildJife Pa.r k
"Chatnsaw
.
A - ,,
.tUt

Brackett Memorial United Methodist
C l1un.·h, 9 Church Street, Peaks lsland,
Maine. Pastor: Re\'. De.si Lars.on; 207 766
501}; ,viv.v,braC'kettmumc.or9

Saturd ay, Aug. 1
from 11 am to 2 pm with professional
chainsaw carver Ron Carlson from China,
Maine. He can be contacted directly
at roncarlson@fairpoint.net. Regular
admission.

Child.r<'u's Workshop

"Honor the Animals Pow
Wow" Sawrday, Aug. 8 and Sunday,

S nmmrr hours 8 am t.o 5 p111. T HANK
YOU for supporti ng aJJ of the PeaksFcst
events! Proceeds from the bake sale, yard
sale, face pai nting and cook.ie sale a ll
benefit !he PIC\>\I!
Bottle Drive - from Memorial DayLabor Day the Peaks lsland Children's
Workshop will be collecting redeemable
bottles. Please call Christina Foster at
221-3445 or Alice Kennedy at 766-0966
fo r bottle pick-ups. There will a lso be
a barrel for return ables in back of the
Workshop.
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Aug. 9, from 9:30 am to 4 pm rain or
shine, with Native American drumming
and da ncing demonstration s, crafr
vendors, si ngers and traditional food
booths rcprcsemingAbenaki, MicMac &
Passamaquoddy. A wonderful opporrunity
to learn abour native traditions, heritage
and culrure. Regular admission.
The Maine Wildlife Park is located on
Route 26 in Gray, owned and operated by
the Maine Dcpamncmoflnland Fisheries
and Wildlife ro promote understanding
Scandinavian Progressive Dinner and awareness of wildlife, conservation
- Aug. 15; Save the date for a gourmet and habitat protection programs and
progressive d inner to benefit the Peaks projects of the department.
Open daily rhrough Nov. II fro m
Island Children's Workshop.
9:30 am to 4:30 pm. Admission is frcx for
child ren 3 and under; $5 for age. 5-12;
Foo<l Pantry: $7 fo r adulu, and $5 for seniors. G roups
At the Children's"Workshop, open to the of 15 or more are $3.50 per person. Bring a
island community Monday thru Friday, picnic and spend thedai
7:30am-6pm, and the first Saturdar
For more in fo rmar ion, please cal l
of eac h month. For assistance and t he Maine Wildlife Park at 207-657deliver y contact the Workshop, 2854; 4977 or check us ouc onlinc at www.
St. Christopher's Parish, 2585; Rev. Desi mainewildli[epark. com or www.
Larson, 5013; Pastor Beau Boyle, 3037.
mefohwildlift.com.
T H ANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR
GENEROUS DONATIONS!!

Captain Ben Garfield
Inshore-Offshore Fishing

Striped Bass, Blues, Sharks
(H) 207-799-1339 (Coll) 207-232-1678
www.gofishmaine.com

P.O Box 10541, Portland, ME 04104

Next Issue
Ai di ng zi mbabwe
Pediatric nurseJoyce Parrot
spent the spring improvising
medical services for a rural
orphanage bereft oftrained
medical personnel who have
Bed &om the perilous republic.
She can't wait to go back.

Con1munit:y

imagefrom www.dela11,ysheart.org
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2008 Island Phone Directory

ISLAND
SERVICE
DIRECTORY

call 766·6997.

A living museum

~--W
- -H~

and lodge.
Room and ball

Property Management
591 Island Avenue Peaks Island, ME 04108
(207) 766-2026
Jkiely1@maine.rr.com

E -0--0- G
-----~
]

Board a n d Tra inin g

n:ntals &

207-766-2390

(207)766-5086 • wwo,,eigl,lhmame.com
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Carpentryuc
•

766- 3030

For more in fo :

cighthmainebost@att.net

Adam Wekiemann

www.wholedogcamp.com
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YOGA ON PEAKS
RU£((.A JO HAN NA STtPH A N S

e.

Weidemann

Operant conditioning.
positive reinforcement

13 'Eighth Maine Ave., Pcm Island, ME04108 olfPortlond

:..o

Carpenter

~ C A M P X .- -

1ours
Come for a awesome stay or lour

I S I

John Kiely

Available onllne at
www.pbonebookpublJshing.com,
and The Boathouse/Long Island,
Han~ an's Island Market and
GEM Gallery/Peaks. FM! or
wholesale opportunities

Renovation

New Construction

Coverl.nt 7 Casco Bay Islallds

1

The
Eighth
Maine

August2009

www.pondcovepaint.com

I

CAll FOR CURRENT
S(HEDULE Of <:LASSES

7 66 . 3017

Free Delivery
to the Boat

Al5O OFFERING:

PRIVAl E YOGA lCSSONS
PA R I N (lt YO GA
H[A LING TOUCH

305 Comltercic:il Pild
foll "'-

Fij,J, Main, R~gimt.nl Museum
45 SttJShbre A're11u.e
P.O. Box41

·. .. ... . ...... ... .. . .. . .. .. ....... .. . ...

Take a Peak

Prok s l:dund, M ai11t ().IJOIJ

Painting / ca1·pentry

52 hland Avenue
P<aks IslanJ, M~ine 04!08

A Museurn or Civil Wa, & Pe.ks Island Ki>10ry
Open Memorial Day thru Columbus Day

f'eter "Stack" S tac khouse
Free Estima t es
207-899-3770

director@ffft hoiaim•muscurn.org
w\\w,fiRhm.a.incmu.~ um.org

207-766-3.JJO

p o n ~ ~ ~ rr«im

(""°'1

SOURC::C YOUR CONTENTMENT f'ROM WITHIN

......aJ, .0937
. 1-188..S..l.3815

Spc-ci.aliring in o ldca- cQIU&Al!'S

CARPENTER
FOR HIRE

l f ye,U---don' q:,,q, l l w,,n't l&St

EAN KAMP

House Painting
I nterior & Exterior
Shall we take our bikes?

41 lutla.1$1

P.O. Box 63

.,,.,bnJ. Mf O,I IOI
201·7(if,-2--l li3 HM

Peaks Is/one/, Maine 04108

207-756·3•50 CEI.L
207-76(,-~220 FAX

766 -5909

.:

•

Cell: 653-7042

M a<eyo~

rbt-rgQl-h:arbor\·~-propc-« tf5,.(('lm
""." w.h:ubnrtttew r('l lM'()~'"s."-om

PEG ASTARITA

www.pegspotsetc.com
NAILS

&

Andrea Davis

SALON

NAILS ~ HAIR - WAXING
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

FREE EASY PARKING

Th e months of Se-pt e m b-u & October. ..
• Tuffday, $28 Manlo.n & ,,.dlc;ur•
• Pl.ny o( four .spec!., 20% off

2 0 7.773.7999

OPEN H on-Sat t il.m--7p.m 290 Concress St
(Nut to ltJ.te Nd Ptiormocy ot die bottOl'l'I ofMufl/0'1 HII)

Massage & Rebalancing

207- 766- 5997 a starlta@malne.rr com
SI Woods Road . Peaks lsla nd. ME 04108

·-- ' ~ ~--

~~~~~Co-.

911.961.8931 cell peal<sbeads~mail.com
I OIsland Avenue Peaks Island, Maine OU 08

____

IsLAND.J......,._
TIMES
....
Put Your Business Card Her e

EXPLORE SEA KAYAKING

Prescott H. Paine Kripalu Bodyworker
207. 61 5.3 2 96 peaks massage(a} mac.c om

-

PCillc.s ls~ncf, usco ~y ancf &qoncf!
K.lyak S;ilo, lnsttuction & Ttips fur all abilities
766-2313 www.maineislanqlc,;iyak.com

for

J Year only $240

_.;,;, www.islandtim es.or9
or call 650 -30 16

,o see how

